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observed, some Nations challenging
the globally accepted norms, and the
Rules Based Order. "This challenge
has manifested in various forms of,
creeping aggression and opportunist
actions, to alter the status-quo, keeping the threshold below all out war,"
he said.
The concept of sequential, and
often graduated application of force,
has also undergone significant
changes.
"I have said this in the past, and I
wish to reiterate, that in future con-

flicts, the troops, on the forward-most
locations, ready and in a high state of
alertness, may not be the ones to face
the first wave of aggression," he stated.
He stress that military doctrines
and concepts, have struggled to keep
pace with this change and stay relevant.
In the present context, he said the
ceasefire on the Line of Control continues to hold, because India has
negotiated from a position of
strength.
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INDIA ALREADY FACING TRAILERS
OF FUTURE WARS: ARMY CHIEF
ndia is already facing trailers of
future wars and it is being witnessed in information battlefield, cyber space and unsettled
and active borders, said Indian
Army chief General Manoj Mukund
Naravane on Thursday pointing out
challenges from China and Pakistan.
Speaking at Pragyan Conclave at
the Centre for Land Warfare Studies
in Delhi about future wars, Gen
Naravne said, "We are already witnessing 'trailers' of future conflicts.
They are being enacted daily on the
information battlefield, in the networks and cyber space. They are also
being played along, our yet unsettled
and active borders."
He said that it is for us to 'visualise,'
the battlefield contours of tomorrow,
based on these 'trailers.'
"If you look around, you will realise
that the 'sci-fi' of yesterday, is the
'reality' of today," said General
Naravane adding, "We too have to
'leap-frog' to the future, skipping
many stages, to an entirely new configuration."
He points out that there is no 'M'
Day or 'D' Day, as has been the case
earlier.
These, along with Diplomatic,
Informational, and Economic coercive activities, are already being prosecuted in the Grey Zone.
He pointed out that India has also
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Talking about situation at border
with China, General Naravane said,
"The developments on our Northern
Borders, have also adequately underscored, the requirement of ready and
capable forces, with an optimal component of Boots on Ground, backed
by modern technology, to preserve
our Sovereignty and Integrity."
He says any discussion on Future
Contours of War, will have an overbearing tilt towards modern technologies. This is obvious because
almost all modern technology tools,
have the potential for military application, and disruptive impact on
modern-day warfare.
"This change is already making traditional core competencies irrelevant,
and creating the necessity of acquiring new proficiencies," he said.
"For militaries across the world as
well as for us, this remains an ongoing challenge, and a work in
progress," General Naravane said.
He pointed out the events in 2020
that have been testimony, to the
diversity of security threats in all
domains, and this has brought the
spotlight towards, non-contact and
grey-zone warfare.
General Naravane stressed upon
that there is need to identify the main
drivers of, military technology in the
Digital Era Warfare, to improve effectiveness, augmenting our capabilities,
in both the non-contact and contact
modes of warfare.

China lost 42 soldiers in Galwan Valley
clash, not 4: Australian newspaper
Team Absolute|New Delhi

C

hinese People's
Liberation Army lost
42 soldiers, not four
during the Galwan Valley
clashes with the Indian
troops in Eastern Ladakh,
claims The Klaxon, an
Australian newspaper, on
Thursday. The clashes took
place on June 15, 2020.
The Indian security establishments remained silent
over the claims made by the
Australian newspaper report.
The report filed by Editor
Anthony Klan makes such
claims citing a report of a
group of social media
researchers.
The newspaper states that
evidence provided by a
group of social media
researchers, which The
Klaxon has independently
built on, appears to support
claims that China's casualties
extended well beyond the
four soldiers named by
Beijing. "It also shows
extreme lengths Beijing has
gone to in order to silence
discussion about the battle in particular, discussion
about the true number of
Chinese casualties."
The report citing the
researchers states that the
deadly June 15 battle was
sparked over a temporary
bridge, which Indian soldiers
had erected across a stream
of the Galwan River three

weeks earlier, on May 22.
The report stated that the
Indian and Chinese military
officials had agreed to a
"buffer zone" along the border in an attempt to "deescalate the crisis" amid rising tensions.
It states that despite creation of a buffer zone, China
had been building "illegal
infrastructure" inside the
zone, including erecting
tents and creating dugouts
and had moved heavy
machinery into the area.
"According to a Weibo
user alias name Qiang who
claims to have served in the
area, the PLA was creating
infrastructure in this buffer
zone, violating the mutual
agreement and had been trying to expand its patrolling
limits within the buffer zone
since April 2020," the
researchers state in the
newspaper. The report
states: "On June 6, 80 PLA

Chandrayaan-3 scheduled for launch 'Will create chaos and
in August 2022, Lok Sabha told uncertainty', SC junks plea
to postpone GATE-2022

The Department of Space has
planned as many as 19 missions
this year even as the
Chandrayaan-3, the next phase
of India's mission to the moon, is
scheduled for August 2022, the
government told the Lok Sabha.
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he Department of Space has
planned as many as 19 missions
this year even as the
Chandrayaan-3, the next phase of
India's mission to the moon, is
scheduled for August 2022, the government told the Lok Sabha.
"Based on the learnings from
Chandrayaan-2 and suggestions
made by the national level experts,
the realisation of Chandrayaan-3 is in
progress. Many related hardware and
their special tests are successfully
completed, and the launch is scheduled for August 2022," Union Minister
for Space Dr Jitendra Singh said in
reply to a written question.
A total of 19 missions are planned
during January to December 2022,
including eight 'Launch Vehicle
Missions', seven 'Spacecraft Missions'

and four 'Technology Demonstrator
Missions', Singh said. Several ongoing missions were impacted due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. Also, reprioritisation of projects has taken place
in the backdrop of Space Sector
reforms and newly introduced
demand driven models, he said. The
list of satellites launched in the last
three years' time include EOS-03
launched on August 12, 2021;
Amazonia-1 launched on February
28, 2021; Satish Dhawan SAT (SDSAT)
on February 28, 2021, and UNITYsat
on February 28, 2021.

RS 2.60 LAKH CRORE TO BE
SPENT ON FOOD GRAINS
UNDER PMGKAY TILL MARCH:
CENTRE
New Delhi: The Centre on Wednesday said it expects to spend
Rs 2.60 lakh crore till March 2022 from April 2020, on food
grains under the Pradhan Mantri Gareeb Kalyan Yojana
(PMGKAY).Additionally, over Rs 3,109 crore were provided
under the Atma Nirbhar Bharat (ANB) scheme for the needy.
The government, under ANB scheme, allocated about total
eight LMT of additional food-grain.
For food grains (including pulses and chana) the total financial implication is about Rs 2.75 lakh crores, the Union Minister
of State for Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution,
Ashwini Kumar Choubey said in a written reply to a question in
Lok Sabha.For pulses and chana, a total of Rs 5,140 crore under
PMGKAY-I (April-June 2020), over Rs 6,999 crore under
PMGKAY-II (July-November 2020) and a total of Rs 280 crore
between May-June 2020 under ANB scheme had been allocated, the minister stated.
Under PMGKAY-I and II, 1 kg of pulses and whole chana
respectively were distributed per household per month, free of
cost, to 19.4 crore beneficiary households under the National
Food Security Act, 2013 (NFSA). Similarly, 1kg of whole chana
per household per month, free of cost, during May and June
2020 to migrants who were neither covered under NFSA nor
state scheme of PDS Cards, Lok Sabha was informed. An additional 5 kg per person per month food grains (rice and wheat)
was provided, free of cost, to all the beneficiaries covered under
NFSA under PMGKAY between April-November in 2020 and
between May 2021-March 2022 (tentative).

In the year 2020 and 2019, CMS-01
was launched on December 17, 2020;
EOS-01 (November 7, 2020); GSAT-30
(January 17, 2020) while those
launched in 2019 include RISAT2BR1 (December 11, 2019); Cartosat3 (November 27, 2019);
Chandrayaan-2 (July 22, 2019);
RISAT-2B (May 22, 2019); EMISAT
(April 1, 2019); GSAT-31 (February 6,
2019); Microsat-R (January 24, 2019)
and Kalamsat-V2 (January 24, 2019),
the Minister informed the House yesterday, a Ministry's release said on
Thursday.

he Supreme Court on Thursday
declined to postpone the GATE2022 exam saying that postponement will create "chaos and uncertainty" in the lives of students who have
registered for it.
A bench headed by Justice D.Y.
Chandrachud and comprising Justices
Surya Kant and Vikram Nath said the
court is not willing to entertain a petition 48 hours before the exam, as it will
create chaos and uncertainty in the
lives of the students who have already
registered for the GATE-2022 exam.
The bench was informed that over 9
lakh students are taking the GATE2022 exam.
The bench added that there is no
overarching reason for it to exercise its
jurisdiction under Article 32 of the
Constitution, to supplant the duties
and functions of the regulatory authorities who have taken a decision in connection with the schedule of the exam.
The bench pointed out that now everything is opening up and it is not correct for courts to step into academic
matters.

The bench said: "We are not
inclined to entertain a petition under
Article 32...These petitions are accordingly dismissed."
Advocate Satpal Singh, representing
a petitioner, contended that many state
governments have imposed a lockdown on weekends, and in this backdrop holding the exam is unfair and
urged the court to defer the exam for a
month.The bench told the petitioners
counsel that some petitioners have
moved before it and many others have
already prepared for the exam. It
pointed out that the exams were notified in August last year and 9 lakh are
appearing for it, and 20,000 have
signed an online petition. "Only
authorities can look into this", said the
bench.
Justice Chandrachud queried the
petitioners' counsel, "Look at the legitimacy of courts entering into these
thickets. Just because some states have
issues, how do we play with the careers
of all students..."
After a detailed hearing in the matter, the top court dismissed the pleas
seeking postponement of the exam in
the backdrop of third Covid wave.

soldiers came to dismantle
the bridge and nearly 100
troops came to defend it."
The paper citing the report
states that during the June 6
standoff, officers from both
sides "agreed to withdraw all
personnel who crossed the
buffer zone line" and to "dismantle all the facilities that
crossed the line".
However the report says
China failed to adhere to the
agreement.
"PLA did not adhere to its
promise and instead of dismantling its own infrastructure as agreed upon, secretly
dismantled the river crossing
bridge constructed by the
Indian army," it says.
Three days later, on June
15, Colonel Santosh and his
troops returned.
The Chinese forces were
led by Colonel Qi Fabao.
India had maintained that
20 soldiers were killed during
the incident.

BENGAL CIVIC POLLS
TO BE HELD ON FEB 27
Kolkata: The West Bengal State Election
Commission (SEC) has announced that it will
conduct the municipal elections in the state on
February 27. The elections were due for nearly
two years but could not be held due to the
Covid-19 situation. Announcing the polls, State
Election Commissioner Sourav Das said: "The
municipal polls in 108 municipalities across the
state will be held on February 27 and the model
code of conduct will be in force from February 3
only. The last date for the filing of nomination is
scheduled on February 9." The Commissioner
added that there will be elections in all the
municipalities except one ward of South Dum
Dum municipality. "There is a high court directive and so we cannot conduct any election in
ward number 29 of the South Dum Dum
municipality," Das said.
However, the SEC didn't make any
announcement of the date of counting of votes.
Meanwhile, the SEC has also announced the
elections of four municipal corporations
Siliguri, Bidhannagar, Chandannagar and
Asansol on February 12. The state election body
had earlier announced to conduct the polls in
these four municipal corporations on January
22 but following the high court directive it had
to defer it to February 12.
On Wednesday, the poll panel convened an
all-party meeting in which the Congress urged
the former to postpone the elections amid the
Covid-19 situation even as the Trinamool
Congress said they would abide by the panel's
decision. The Left and the BJP demanded that
the counting also be held on the polling day.

Kashmiri Pandits demand 2.5% of J&K's
annual budget for migrants' resettlement
Srinagar|Agencies

K

ashmiri Pandits on Thursday
demanded the inclusion of
2.5 per cent of Jammu and
Kashmir's annual budget for resettlement and rehabilitation of
Kashmiri migrants as recommended by the office of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
In a statement, Satish Mahaldar,
chairman of reconciliation and
rehabilitation of migrants, an influential organisation of Pandits, said:
"Finance department of J&K government has denied inclusion of 2.5
per cent of the annual Budget
towards resettlement and
Rehabilitation of Kashmiri Migrants
despite the Recommendation from
the office the Prime Minister of
India through its communication
reference number A16030/07/2020J&K dated 11/02/2021 towards the
Resettlement & Rehabilitation of
Kashmiri Migrants.

"The Dept of Disaster
Management, Relief, Rehabilitation
and Reconstruction, Civil
Secretariat Jammu has also submitted the above recommendations to
the Financial commissioner
(Finance Department of J&K) for
inclusion of 2.5 per cent of the
annual Budget for Relief,
Rehabilitation & Resettlement of
Kashmiri migrants.
"The concerned officer from the
J&K government (finance department) remarked verbally that the
GOI should clear the pending dues
of UT and the Central government
should sanction additional funds
on account of the subject.
"We see a larger conspiracy by
selective state government bureaucrats Awho are deliberately discriminating against Kashmiri migrants
on the basis of religious lines.
"J&K government has offered
land to neighboring countries to
start business and allowed them to

settle in Jammu and AKashmir
while making Aboriginals scapegoats."All refugees and displaced
persons of Kashmir have the right
to full and effective compensation
as an integral component of the
restitution process. The J&K's UT
government and the government
Aof India should comply with the
principle of restorative justice.
"It should be ensured as a rule
that restitution is only deemed factually in exceptional circumstances,
namely when housing, land and/or

property is destroyed or when it no
longer exists, as determined by an
independent, impartial tribunal.
"In some situations, a combination of compensation and restitution may be the most appropriate
remedy and form of restorative justice with up to one million of its citizens living as Refugees in neighbouring states soon after the 1990
Genocide.
"The government of Jammu and
Kashmir needs to introduce
National Human Settlement policy

to resettle thousands of people/
refugees of J&K who intend to
return. Among those who wish to
return are "old" groups of refugees,
most of whom have spent 32 years
in exile in neighboring states of
India."The National Human
Settlement policy, should target the
establishment of specific residential
areas in each village/District as
efforts to enhance proper land utilization and the provision of basic
services."The fact that people
would be concentrated, living in
defined areas, would make it much
easier and more efficient for the
government to provide social and
economic services to the population."This is in line with reaffirming
the rights of refugees, especially the
displaced women and girls, and
recognising the need to undertake
positive measures to ensure that
their rights to housing, land and
property restitution are
guaranteed."
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No date decided yet for next India-China Tej Pratap Yadav offers Sahani, Jitan Ram TN GOVERNOR RETURNS NEET
Corps Commander-level talks: MEA
EXEMPTION BILL TO SPEAKER
Manjhi and Kushwaha to join RJD
FOR RECONSIDERATION
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) leader Tej Pratap Yadav has offered
VIP chief Mukesh Sahani, HAM president Jitan Ram Manjhi and
JD-U leader Upendra Kushwaha to join his party.
PATNA | Agencies
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

here is no confirmed
date for the next round
of Corps Commanderlevel talks between India and
China yet, the Ministry of
External Affairs said on
Thursday.
The MEA was asked about
the border tensions between
the two nations along the
Line of Actual Control (LAC),
and the diplomatic initiatives
taken to resolve them.
"As you know that the senior Commander-level talks
between India and China
were held last month. Both
sides mutually agreed for the
resolution of all the issues of
conflict between the two
nations as early as possible
and go ahead to take initia-

tives to maintain peace along
the LAC. They also talked
about ways to strengthen the
bilateral relations between
India and China," said
Arindam Bagchi, the official
spokesperson for the
Ministry of External Affairs.
"Both sides agreed to hold
the next round of Corps
Commander-level talks, but
we don't have a date for the
next meeting as of now,"
added Bagchi.
The 14th round of IndiaChina Corps Commanderlevel talks were held on
January 12 at the ChushulMoldo meeting point.
This Corps Commanderlevel talks between India and
China started after the military face-off in Galwan Valley
in June 2020.

e have already given
offers to these leaders
and we are expecting
that they would shake hands
with us any time. Mukesh
Sahani is my younger brother.
He along with Jitan Ram
Manjhi and Upendra
Kushwaha will come under
the umbrella of the RJD very
soon," Yadav said.
Tej Pratap Yadav hinted that
Mukesh Sahani, or Jitan Ram
Manjhi are not pleased with
alliance partners BJP and JD-U
in Bihar. They were ignored by
BJP and JD-U during selection
of seats for the upcoming MLC
election.
It is a desperate time for
Mukesh Sahani as he has
already lost Bochaha seat after
the demise of his MLA. Apart
from that his MLC term is also

W

coming to an end very soon.
After that he will not be the
member of any house. Hence,
it would be extremely difficult
for him to hold the ministry
portfolio in the Nitish Kumar
government.At present,
Mukesh Sahani led VIP is hav-

RAHUL GIVES THUMBS DOWN TO CM CONTENDER SINGH DEO
RAIPUR | Agencies

C

ongress leader Rahul Gandhi
finally ended the lingering tussle
of rotational Chhattisgarh CM
concept on Thursday during his muchawaited visit to Raipur with all appreciation for Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel
and a clear thumbs down to health minister TS Singh Deo.
Though Gandhi did not utter a single
word about the persisting CMship issue
but his bonhomie with the powerful
OBC leader Baghel during his nearly
five-hour trip to capital Raipur ended
speculation of any possible change of
guard in the mineral rich state.
The Wayanad MP heaped praises on
Baghel at the high-stake function at the
sprawling Science College ground here
for "delivering the party commitment
made with the people of the
Chhattisgarh".
Gandhi had maintained distance
from Deo during his entire stay in

Raipur which didn't go down well with
Singh Deo's supporters who were anticipating a closed-door meeting for a few
minutes.
Political analysts in the state are
describing the perfect end of the CM

post rotational drama which was kept
alive by desperate Singh Deo, the scion
of the erstwhile Surguja royal family.
Gandhi appeared in a jolly mood in
Raipur while interacting with people at
stalls put up at the function site to showcase the "Chhattisgarh model of development."
But he was unsparing in his attack on
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the
BJP for favouring a few capitalists on the
cost of the poor of the country. His
speech was largely the repeat of what he
said in the Lok Sabha on Wednesday
during motion of thanks to President's
address.
Gandhi launched Chhattisgarh government's Rajiv Gandhi Gramin
Bhoomihin Krishi Majdoor Nyay Yojana
and advised Baghel publicly to raise the
annual payment amount of Rs 6,000 per
beneficiary. He also laid foundation
stone for Sewagram Ashram in Nava
Raipur and another foundation stone for
Chhattisgarh Amar Jawan Jyoti.

India, Pakistan Indus Commissioners
to meet in March?
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he design of the 624
MW power project on
the Chenab in the
Union Territory of Jammu &
Kashmir is likely to be
among the issues discussed
at the next meeting of the
Permanent Indus
Commission as part of the
Indus Water Treaty (IWT).
Article VIII (5) of the IWT
says: "The Commission shall
meet regularly at least once a
year, alternately in India and
Pakistan."
The Indus Commissioners
from India and Pakistan had
met in March 2021. "Under
the provisions of the Treaty,
the Commission shall meet
regularly at least once a year,
alternately in India and
Pakistan. The last meeting
was held in New Delhi on
March 23, 24, 2021. So, the
next meeting is due," Indus
Commissioner PK Saxena
said.
The dates of the meeting -

mostly likely to be held in
March - are yet to be decided. The agenda for the meeting would be finalised only
after the dates are fixed.
Amongst the likely subjects to be discussed would
be Pakistan's objection to the
design of the power project
over Chenab. In August 2021,
Pakistan's Indus
Commissioner Syed
Muhammad Meher Ali Shah
had raised objection to the
design of the run-of-the-river
Kiru project.
Saxena had then said, the
design is fully compliant as
per the provisions of the
IWT.
The concrete gravity Kiru
project is located in Kishtwar
district of J&K. The Rs
4,287.59 crore (at 2018 level)
project by Chenab Valley
Power Projects Ltd, is a joint
venture between NHPC Lt
and Jammu and Kashmir
State Power Development
Corporation (JKSPDC).
Under the 1960 vintage

IWT, India and Pakistan
share the waters of six rivers
in the Indus basin that flow
through India towards
Pakistan. Of these, India has
complete rights over three
eastern rivers - Sutlej, Beas
and Ravi, while Pakistan has
right over the western rivers
Chenab, Jhelum, and Indus.
India can, however, build
run-of-the-river projects on
the western rivers. Pakistan
gets almost 80 per cent share
of the Indus basin waters
(approx 135 MAF) against
India's 33 MAF.
Incidentally, in August
2021 itself, a Parliamentary
Standing Committee had
recommended that India
should renegotiate the Indus
Water Treaty (IWT) with
Pakistan in view of the "present day pressing issues such
as climate change, global
warming and environmental
impact assessment."
However, the Permanent
Indus Commission has no
role in the policy decision.

ing 3 MLAs, who are supporting the government. On that
basis, Mukesh Sahani got animal husbandry and fisheries
ministry. Sahani is on the
radar of the BJP ever since he
jumped in the fray of Uttar
Pradesh assembly polls. He

has also given several statements against UP CM Yogi
Adityanath during the campaign.Jitan Ram Manjhi too is
not pleased with the BJP and
the JD-U. He has already
expressed his view on being
ignored during the seat selection for MLC polls.
Upendra Kushwaha, the
president of JD-U parliamentary board, went beyond party
line and criticized the Union
Budget on Tuesday. He said
that people of Bihar were
expecting special status but
the Union Finance Minister
ignored it.After he spoke
against party line, Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar immediately went for damage control and appreciated the
Budget. He also said that this
budget would have so many
things for the poor state like
Bihar.

TN MOVES SC AGAINST CBI
PROBE IN SUICIDE OF TN TEEN
WHO ALLEGED CONVERSION
New Delhi:The Tamil Nadu government has
moved the Supreme Court challenging the
Madras High Court order directing a CBI probe
into suicide of a 17-year-old girl on her father's
petition amid allegations of forced conversion.
The father of the deceased has also filed a
caveat requesting the apex court not to pass
any order, without hearing him in the matter. In
a video, the girl purportedly stated that her
school warden allegedly asked her to convert to
Christianity, but she turned down the request
and since then, she was troubled.
The 17-year-old girl, studying at a school in
Michaelpatti, consumed poison on January 9
and died on January 19 at a hospital. The police
have registered a case.
The Tamil Nadu government, through the
DGP, challenged the validity of the order
passed by a single judge bench of the high
court's Madurai bench.The high court ordered
the transfer of the case to the CBI, days after a
45-second video was released in which the girl
is purportedly heard saying the warden of a
Christian residential school asked her parents
to convert to Christianity.

Chennai:Tamil Nadu Governor R N Ravi has
returned the Bill seeking exemption from NEET for
the state to the Speaker for reconsideration of the
assembly as it is against the interests of the students,
said Raj Bhavan.
The Bill was passed by the assembly on September
13, 2021.
A statement issued by the Raj Bhavan said the
Governor was of the opinion that the Bill is against the
interests of the students, especially the rural and economically poor students
of the state.
"Hence, the Hon'ble Governor has returned the Bill
to the Hon'ble Speaker, Tamil Nadu Legislative
Assembly on February 01, 2022, giving detailed reasons, for its reconsideration by the House," the Raj
Bhavan said.According to the statement, Ravi came to
the conclusion after a detailed study of the Bill for
admission to Undergraduate Medical Courses seeking
exemption from NEET, and the report of the committee constituted by the state government in this regard.
The committee's report was the basis of the Bill.
Ravi also examined the pre-NEET status of social justice in medical admissions especially for students
coming from socially and economically poor backgrounds while arriving at his conclusion.
The Supreme Court in the Christian Medical
College, Vellore Association Vs. Union of India (2020)
case also comprehensively examined the issue specially from the social justice perspective and upheld
NEET as it prevents economic exploitation of poor
students and is in furtherance of social justice, the
statement said.

PM to inaugurate 'Statue of
Equality' on Hyderabad visit
Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi
will visit Hyderabad on
February 5 to inaugurate the
'Statue of Equality' to commemorate
the 11th century Bhakti Saint Sri
Ramanujacharya.
The function will coincide with the
Hindu festival of Basant Panchami
that marks the preparation for the
arrival of spring.
Mounted on a 54-ft high base
building, named 'Bhadra Vedi', the
statue is made of 'panchaloha', a
combination of five metals: gold, silver, copper, brass, and zync and is
among one of the tallest metallic
statues (at 216 ft) in sitting position,
in the world. The building has floors
devoted to a Vedic digital library and
research centre, ancient Indian texts,
a theatre, an educational gallery

detailing many works of Sri
Ramanujacharya, who promoted the
idea of equality in all aspects of living
including faith, caste and creed. The
statue has been conceptualised by
Sri Chinna Jeeyar Swami of Sri
Ramanujacharya Ashram. According
to a statement issued by the Press
Information Bureau (PIB), before
inaugurating the statue, the Prime
Minister will visit the International
Crops Research Institute for the
Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) campus in Patancheru and kickstart its
50th anniversary celebrations.

'Can't be party to misuse of police', SC seeks
Punjab govt's reply in plea against MLA
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Supreme Court on
Thursday sought response
from the Punjab government
in connection with false cases filed
against a woman, who has levelled
rape allegations against Lok Insaf
Party MLA Simarjeet Singh Bains.
A bench headed by Chief Justice
NV Ramana told senior advocate
Mukul Rohatgi, representing Bains,
"Have you seen your client's activity? How your man is harassing people, he is a public representative...
MLA for two times, is this the way
to behave?"
The bench, also comprising
Justices AS Bopanna and Hima
Kohli sought presence of the D.S.
Patwalia, Advocate General of the
Punjab government in the matter.
The Chief Justice told Patwalia,
during the virtual hearing, "What is
happening in your state? How
many cases he has filed against the
lady, and he wants anticipatory bail
and the lady should go to jail. You

can't be a party to such kind of misuse of police machinery..."
The Punjab government counsel
submitted before the bench that it
was a dispute between both of the
parties and the state government

did not have much to do in the
matter. Later, he agreed that as
guardians of law it is the state government's duty to protect the people.
Rohatgi contended that the

woman was running a job racket
and she had taken money from
many people promising a job in
Canada. He added that people who
were duped have filed cases against
her. "Cases filed by people who
gave lakhs of rupees for jobs in
Canada", said Rohatgi.
After a brief hearing in the matter, the bench asked the Punjab
government to file a counter affidavit within a week in the matter
and stayed the proceedings in the
cases filed against the woman. The
bench also granted interim protection to Bains for a week and listed
the matter for further hearing after
one week.
On Tuesday, the top court
extended the interim protection
granted to Bains by two days, in
cases filed against him for offences
of rape and violation of Covid protocol.
Bains moved the top court after
the Punjab and Haryana High
Court had declined to grant him
relief.

MODI GOVT DID NOT CREATE EVEN A SINGLE PSU BUT PRIVATISED 23: CONGRESS
The Congress on Thursday attacked the Narendra Modi government on its economic record, saying
that it had not created even a single Public Sector Unit (PSU) but it has privatised 23 of them.
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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articipating in the debate in the Rajya Sabha on
the Motion of Thanks on the President' Address,
Congress member Ripun Bora said: " (Prime
Minister) Rajiv Gandhi created 16 PSUs, no privatisation, (Prime Minister Atal Bihari) Vajpayee created 17
PSUs, (Prime Minister) Manmohan Singh created 23
PSUS, only three privatised, but the Modi government
did not create a single PSU and he privatised 23 PSUs
so far."
Noting that the economy was badly devastated by
the pandemic, he said that nearly 84 crore people's
income has come down drastically during it but the
President's address did not mention anything about it.
Under the UPA government, 27 crore people were
pulled out of poverty, he added.

Claiming that around five crore more people have
been pushed below poverty line recently, he said the
President's speech did not mention a single word on
how to tackle price rise which has led to individual
consumption drastically declining.
Bora also brought up the issue of the Armed Forces
Special Power Act (AFSPA) and the killings of civilians
in Nagaland's Mon killings. "Normally the military is
used against foreign aggression, but our military has
killed our own people."
He also said that Naga peace talks have also been
derailed.
Congress member Digvijaya Singh said that after
'Suit Boot Sarkaar', came, the direct tax decreased from
55.39 per cent to 46.43 per cent while the indirect tax
increased from 44.61 per cent to 53.57 per cent, indicating that the government is taxing the rich less and

the poor more.
"In this Budget, the Modi government has reduced
subsidies by 27 per cent, why do not you increase taxation on the super-rich?" he asked, terming the government of "being against the poor and the farmers of this
country".
"This government is antipoor and anti-farmer. The
first ordinance they brought was the Land Acquisition
Act. "They ignore the strength and unity of farmers," he
said.
Referring to the Dharma Sansad which was held at
Haridwar recently, Digvijaya Singh said that calls were
given for genocide and no one from the government
said anything about this hate speech. "During Amrit
Mahotsav, you have never mentioned those who took
part in the freedom struggle. You may not like
Congress leaders like Nehru, Patel, but you could have

mentioned Bhagat Singh, Chandra Shekhar Azad," he
added.
Taking a dig at the treasury benches, Singh also said
that when Article 370 was included in the Constitution,
Syama Prasad Mookerjee was part of the Cabinet,
@but you mislead that he opposed it". "In Bhima
Koregaon case, it was alleged that there was a conspiracy to kill PM Modi, but it has been more than three
years and no chargesheet has been filed.
TRS MP K. Keshava Rao, quoting a media report,
says there was an increase in hate speech and there is
an urgent need to bring a special law to deal with the
same.
He also alleged that the southern states were being
ignored and the distribution of funds to states by the
BJP-led government fails to provide any incentive.
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premises of partner
MAHARASHTRA BOARD FIRM ON EDof raids
Sena leader's daughters
OFFLINE EXAM FOR CLASS 10, 12
The Enforcement Directorate (ED)
on Thursday conducted raids in
connection with Rs 1,034 crore
land scam at the house of Sujit
Patkar, who is reportedly a business partner of Purvashi and
Vidhita, the daughters of Shiv
Sena leader Sanjay Raut.

For class 12 students, the
exam is scheduled to be
held from March 4 to 30.
On the other hand, the
class 10th board exams will
be held from March 15 to
April 4..

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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he Maharashtra board examinations for Class 10 and 12 will
be held on previously decided
dates, state board chairman Sharad
Gosavi said on Thursday.
The board exams will be held in
offline mode this year. For Class 12
students, the exam is scheduled to
be held from March 4 to 30. On the
other hand, the Class 10th board
exams will be held from March 15 to
April 4.
Earlier, confusion prevailed after
the Maharashtra Board had sent a
proposal to the Uddhav Thackeray
government, seeking postponement
of the offline examinations following
a virtual huddle with state education
minister Bacchu Kadu. The decision
to hold offline exams had evoked
protests by students in Mumbai,

Nagpur, Pune, and other parts of
Maharashtra few days ago. The parents and students had expressed

concerns claiming that last-minute
changes will create confusion.
Earlier, the Maharashtra govern-

RBI cancels licence of Maharashtra-based
Independence Co-operative Bank
The RBI said the
bank does not have
adequate capital
and earning
prospects.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) on February
2, 2022, cancelled the
licence of Independence Cooperative Bank Ltd.,
Maharashtra citing inadequate capital. Consequently,
the bank ceases to carry on
banking business, with effect
from the close of business on
February 03, 2022, the RBI
said in a release. The
Commissioner for
Cooperation and Registrar of
Cooperative Societies,
Maharashtra has also been
requested to issue an order
for winding up the bank and
appoint a liquidator for the

bank, the RBI said. The RBI
said the bank does not have
adequate capital and earning
prospects. The RBI said continuance of the bank is prejudicial to the interests of its
depositors and the bank with
its present financial position
would be unable to pay its
present depositors in full.
"Public interest would be
adversely affected if the bank
is allowed to carry on its
banking business any further," said the RBI. onsequent to the cancellation of
its licence, Independence Cooperative Bank is prohibited
from conducting the business
of 'banking' which includes

acceptance of deposits and
repayment of deposits, the
RBI said.
Further, on liquidation,
every depositor would be
entitled to receive deposit
insurance claim amount of
his/her deposits up to a monetary ceiling of Rupees Five
lakh from Deposit Insurance
and Credit Guarantee
Corporation (DICGC) subject
to the provisions of the
DICGC Act, 1961, the RBI
said. As per the data submitted by the bank, more than
99% of the depositors are
entitled to receive the full
amount of their deposits from
DICGC, the central bank said.
"As of January 27, 2022,
DICGC has disbursed Rs 2.36
crore of the total insured
deposits under the provisions
of Section 18A of the DICGC
Act,1961 based on the willingness received from the concerned depositors of the
bank," the RBI said.

ment had announced that the students can submit examination forms
the day before exams

2 TREKKERS FALL TO DEATH FROM 'THUMBS UP PINNACLE'
At least two trekkers were killed and one hurt during an accident at the popular
trekking site, Hadbichi Shendi hillock near Manmad, officials said here on Thursday.
Nashik|Agencies
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t least two trekkers were killed
and one hurt during an accident at the popular trekking
site, Hadbichi Shendi hillock near
Manmad, officials said here on
Thursday.
According to delayed reports, the
incident occurred on Wednesday
evening around 6.30 p.m. when the
17-member troupe of the
Indraprastha Trekkers - a professional group from adjoining Ahmednagar
- were in the final stages of the
descent after completing the gruelling
climbing trip.
The base hill is around 400 feet tall,
with the Hadbichi Shendi - or
Thumbs Up Pinnacle - rising a sheer
vertical height of some 200 feet, making it a difficult climb even for veteran
climbers, according to locals.
"For unknown reasons, two of the

persons - Anil Shivaji Wagh, 35 and
Mayur Dattatreya Mhaske, 22 - suddenly fell from somewhere near the
top of the Thumbs Up Pinnacle, while

ED arrests businessman in Rs 1K
cr money laundering case

T

he Enforcement Directorate (ED) on
Wednesday said it has arrested Pravin Raut,
the former director of Guru Ashish
Construction Pvt Ltd in Mumbai under the provisions of Prevention of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA). An ED official said that Guru Ashish
Construction Pvt Ltd was involved in redevelopment of Patra Chawl Goregaon, Mumbai. Patra
Chawl had 672 tenants in tenements on 47 acres
land belonging to Maharashtra Housing Area
Development Authority (MHADA). "The accused
was produced before a Session Judge in Mumbai
which reminded him to eight days ED custody,"
said the ED official. The official said that the ED ini-

attempting to remove the bouldering
ropes," a friend and professional
climber Vaibhav Lotake told IANS.
Both Wagh and Mhaske fell to their

death and succumbed instantly, even
as their horror-stricken 15 coclimbers, including eight girls,
watched helplessly from below the
hill. Another person, Pravin Pawar
sustained minor injuries when he
rushed up to help the duo and is said
to be fine now. Late last night, with
the help of local villagers, the bodies
of Wagh and Mhaske were brought
down and shifted to a Manmad hospital for autopsy.
On Thursday morning, the mortal
remains were handed over to their
stunned families for the last rites to
be performed in their village in
Ahmednagar this evening, Lotake
said.
This is stated to be the first accident of its kind reported at Hadbichi
Shendi, which is a popular all-year
trekking destination by adventurers
from all over India, said Lotake, who
has scaled it a couple of times.

'Amar Chitra Katha' creator Uncle
Pai to come alive on screen
The life of Anant Pai, creator of the 'Amar Chitra Katha' series of comic books
centred around historical and mythological themes, will soon be translated into
an audio-visual story based on the biography 'Uncle Pai' by Rajessh M. Iyer.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) on
Wednesday said it has arrested Pravin
Raut, the former director of Guru
Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd in
Mumbai under the provisions of
Prevention of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA).
Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Enforcement Directorate (ED) on
Thursday conducted raids in connection with a Rs 1,034 crore land scam at
the house of Sujit Patkar, who is reportedly a
business partner of Purvashi and Vidhita,
the daughters of Shiv Sena leader Sanjay
Raut.
The ED had on Wednesday arrested
Pravin M. Raut, the former director of Guru
Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd, Mumbai. He is
currently in ED custody for eight days.
On February 1, the ED conducted a
search operation at the house of Pravin M.
Raut. His statement was also recorded under
section 50 of PMLA. Property worth Rs 72.65
crore of Praveen M. Raut was also attached
by the ED in another case. The official said
that Guru Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd was
involved in redevelopment of Patra Chawl
Goregaon, Mumbai. Patra Chawl had 672
tenants in tenements on 47 acres of land
belonging to Maharashtra Housing Area
Development Authority (MHADA).
Now the ED is probing the role of Sujit

Patkar in the case. The official said that the
ED initiated investigation under the provisions of PMLA on the basis of the FIR registered by EOW, Mumbai invoking Section 120
read with 420 and 409 of IPC.
Guru Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd had
entered into a tripartite agreement with the
tenants and MHADA to redevelop Patra
Chawl, Goregaon, Mumbai.
Parvin Raut along with Rakesh Kumar
Wadhawan and Sarang Wadhawan,
Directors of Guru Ashish Constructions Pvt
Ltd, in connivance with others illegally sold
FSI to various builders for Rs 1,034 Crore.
This was done without constructing the
rehab flats and flats to be handed over to
MHADA, which was the pre requisite.
"Investigation conducted under PMLA,
revealed that Pravin Raut being Director of
Guru Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd played an
active role in the redevelopment project and
in connivance with Rakesh Kumar
Wadhawan and Sarang Wadhawan, managed to divert the Proceeds of Crime more
than Rs 1,000 crore by harming the interest
of 672 tenants and buyers," said the ED official.
The official said that in addition to Rs
1,034 crore received from various builders,
they had also obtained Bank loans.
It was also learnt that during 2010 Pravin
Raut received Rs 95 crore in his bank
account in the guise of sale of equity and
land deal though the company was not able
to complete the project and had not generated any income.
The probe in the matter is underway.

tiated investigation under provisions of PMLA on
the basis of the FIR registered by EOW, Mumbai
invoking Section 120 read with 420 and 409 of IPC.
Guru Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd had entered in a
tripartite agreement with the tenants and MHADA
to redevelop Patra Chawl, Goregaon, Mumbai.
Parvin Raut along with Rakesh Kumar Wadhawan
and Sarang Wadhawan, Directors of Guru Ashish
Constructions Pvt Ltd, in connivance with others
illegally sold FSI to various builders for Rs 1,034
crore. This was done without constructing the
rehab flats and flats to be handed over to MHADA,
which was the pre requisite. "Investigation conducted under PMLA, revealed that Pravin Raut
being director of Guru Ashish Construction Pvt Ltd
has played an active role in redevelopment project

and in connivance with Rakesh Kumar Wadhawan
and Sarang Wadhawan, managed to divert the
Proceeds of Crime more than Rs 1,000 crore by
harming the interest of 672 tenants and buyers,"
said the ED official. The official said that in addition
to Rs 1,034 crore received from various builders,
they had also obtained bank loans. It is also
revealed that during 2010, Pravin Raut has received
Rs 95 crore in his bank account in the guise of sale
of equity and land deal though the company was
not able to complete the project and had not generated any income. The official said they also
attached the properties of Pravin Raut amounting
to Rs 72.65 crore in another case (PMC bank loan
Fraud case).The provisional attachment has been
confirmed by Adjudicating Authority under PMLA.
Search of the premise of Pravin Raut was conducted under Section 17 of PMLA, 2002 on February 1.
he statement of Pravin Raut under Section 50 of
PMLA, 2002 was recorded by the ED official.
"Pravin Raut was found involved in offence of
money laundering and to unearth the money trail
and the siphoning of funds running into more than
Rs 1,000 crore. He is currently in ED custody," said
the ED official.

T

he life of Anant Pai, creator of the 'Amar Chitra
Katha' series of comic
books centred around historical and mythological
themes, will soon be translated into an audio-visual story
based on the biography
'Uncle Pai' by Rajessh M. Iyer.
Children growing up in the
India of the 1970s to the
1990s, had one common factor uniting them -- their lovely association with Amar
Chitra Katha. Growing up
reading his creations was an
essential rite of passage that
escaped no one. And all this
fun, frenzy, and madness was
thanks to the epoch-making
vision of one man popularly
known as Uncle Pai.
From a village in
Karnataka, moving on to

Mumbai, Anant Pai's journey
and vision, which eventually
touched countless lives
across many generations, is
as interesting as the books he
created.
Filled with little-known
stories, 'Uncle Pai' by Iyer
traces the journey of a
remarkable man and of his
indomitable spirit, which

helped millions across India
get in touch with their cultural roots.
"Taking the story of India's
beloved Uncle Pai to a wider
audience through a film or a
web series is a logical cinematic tribute to the man who
introduced millions of
Indians to their glorious storytelling heritage," Iyer said.
The production house,
Almighty Motion Picture, is
yet to confirm whether the
material will be turned into a
web series or a film. Speaking
on its behalf, Prabhleen Kaur
said: "It's a dream that has
come true for me as I have
grown up reading 'Amar
Chitra Katha'. More than a
project it is something which
has been close to my heart,
as along with entertainment
it was also a source for us to
enhance our knowledge."

THIS YEAR, BMC PROMISES GOOD HEALTH, INFRA, ECOLOGY, EASE AND QUALITY OF LIFE FOR MUMBAI
The Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) on Thursday
unveiled a whopping Rs 45,949.21
crore budget 2022-2023, up by 18
per cent over the previous year's
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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he Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation
(BMC) on Thursday unveiled a whopping
Rs 45,949.21 crore budget 2022-2023, up by
18 per cent over the previous year's
Rs 39,039.83 crore with a tiny surplus of Rs
8.43 crore. With the upcoming BMC elections,
this year, the country's biggest and richest civic
body will have a massive focus on health, infrastructure, ecology, flood control, besides
improving the 'ease' and 'quality' of life for the
1.75-crore Mumbaikars living in the country's
commercial and glamour capital. Some highlights are constructing and redevelopment of
major hospitals, rejuvenation of the Mithi river,

electric vehicle charging centres, IGCSE and IB
schools in the Mumbai civic education bouquet,
and appointing Urban Space Designers to
improve the civic landscape. Presenting the
budget at the Standing Committee meeting,
Municipal Commissioner IS Chahal said that the
estimated revenues this year would be Rs
30,743.61 crore, which is higher by Rs 2,832.04
crore over the previous year's estimates, and the
actual income received till January 2022 was Rs
30,851.18 crore. On the crucial health front - as

the city was the worst-hit in the country during
the Covid-19 pandemic of the past two years the BMC will spend Rs 6933.75 crore - or 15.09
per cent of the total budget - to augment and
improve various health-care facilities. This
would include: 200 HinduHridaysamrat
Balasaheb Thackeray Health Centres under the
'Health care at your neighbourhood' scheme,
setting up 200 Shiv Yoga Centres, standardising
and modernising civic dispensaries, constructing a new Centenary Hospital in Govandi, a
medical college building at Cooper Hospital,
redevelopment of two major medical facilities Bhagwati Hospital in Borivali, Sion Hospital,
plus Sidharth/Murli Deora Eye Hospitals, a new
Cancer Hospital for Proton Therapy at the KEM
Hospital premises, expanding the MT Agarwal
Hospital and Bhabha Hospital, extending the
Nair Dental College, etc. Eyeing the civic polls,
the BMC will stress on major flood-control
measures with an outlay of Rs 1,539.79 crore, for
the revival of the 18-kms long Mithi River and its
other branches in the suburbs at Dahisar, Poisar,

Oshiwara and their major drainage nullahs, plus
386 chronic flood spots that result in submerging
many parts of the city during the monsoons.
Chahal said that 95 per cent of the widening
and deepening work, 80 per cent of retaining
wall construction of Mithi River are completed
which has doubled the holding capacity and carrying capacity by 3 times, while the plan for
development and pollution control is ready and
shall be implemented in four packages. The
BMC has strengthened the capacity to pump out
floodwaters in different parts of the city,
improved its Storm Water Drain network based
on the BRIMSTOWAD Master Plan Report of
1993, and of 58 priority works, 42 have been
completed, 13 are in progress and 3 have yet to
be taken up. On the infrastructure front, the
BMC will spend Rs 3200 crore for the ambitious
Coastal Road Project, visualised by Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray, Rs 1300 crore for
the Goregaon-Mulund Link Road with 2 flyovers,
and Rs 1340 crore for a Sewerage Treatment
Project. For the 'eco-friendly' image of Mumbai

known as a 'concrete jungle,' a significant 219
kms of roads in the city will be improved during
the year, electronic vehicle (EV) charging stations in all the 30 major public parking lots, EVs
shall be deployed for garbage collection-segregation, Rs 1 crore specifically for 'electric and electronic waste' recovery centre in each BMC Ward,
more electric crematoria and eco-friendly funeral pyres. On January 14, the BMC became only
the 3rd civic body in the world after Dubai and
Singapore to offer 80 public services via a
ChatBot, and this year it will become 'smarter'
by permitting 'digital advertisements' to boost
revenue, promote digital forms of collecting
Property Tax and Water Tax bills, and also other
payments. Stressing on education with a budget
of Rs 3370.24 crore - 14.45 per cent higher than
last year's Rs 2945.78 crore - the BMC plans to
provide 19,401 SSC students with tabs with latest
syllabus, an improvement academic tool in the
days of online education, digitalise 1,300 classrooms, and a pilot project of E-Libraries in 50
primary schools.
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Cautious Union budget

T

he Union budget numbers indicate
that the government has once again
chosen to be conservative in the
assumptions it has made for estimating its fiscal position. To begin with, it has assumed a
nominal GDP growth at 11.1 per cent in
2022-23. This seems cautious, considering
that the Economic Survey, tabled a day earlier, had pegged real GDP growth at 8-8.5 per
cent. In a similar vein, for the upcoming
financial year, it has estimated tax collections
to grow even lower than nominal GDP
growth - gross tax revenues are pegged to
grow at just 9.6 per cent. Even for the last
quarter (January-December) of this year, the
government appears to have been rather cautious in its estimation of revenue receipts.
Based on tax collections in the first nine
months of the year (April to December), and
the revised estimates for the full year, it
appears that the Centre has budgeted for tax
collections to fall in the last quarter. If collections this year outstrip the revised estimates, it
will make the task of achieving next year's targets even less challenging. These relatively safe
assumptions will act as inbuilt buffers against
any unforeseen events.
Next year, the government expects direct
taxes to grow at 13.6 per cent, while indirect
taxes are pegged to grow at a mere 5.7 per
cent. Slower growth of the latter is largely on
account of excise collections estimated to fall
from the levels observed in the current year,
presumably due to the cuts in fuel taxes.
Under non-tax revenue, the government
expects lower dividends from public sector
enterprises, as well as transfers from the RBI.
Telcos are expected to fork out Rs 52,806 crore
mainly on account of licence fees and spectrum usage charges, with a part likely to
accrue from the proceeds of the 5G spectrum
auctions.

A HOLISTIC POLITICAL HISTORY OF UP AS
ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS SET TO BEGIN
With a population that would rank it the fifth in the world if it were a country, Uttar Pradesh has undoubtedly been India's
most politically important state since Independence. It sends the highest number of members to Parliament and has the
biggest legislature in the country. It also has to its credit most of India's Prime Ministers.

W

ith a population that would rank it
the fifth in the world if it were a
country, Uttar Pradesh has
undoubtedly been India's most politically
important state since Independence. It sends
the highest number of members to
Parliament and has the biggest legislature in
the country. It also has to its credit most of
India's Prime Ministers.
And yet, despite being home to the dynasties and bastions of some of the biggest
names in Indian politics, it has lagged
behind several states. With its clear and decisive imprint on national politics, UP also
reflects some of its worst ills: from casteism
and using religion as a political plank to
manoeuvring for power and criminalization
in politics.
"From Lucknow to Lutyens"
(HarperCollins) relates the fascinating story
of Uttar Pradesh in post-Independence India
and the intertwined fortunes of the two, as

the state votes in the sevenphased elections from
February 10 to March 7 to
the 403-member assembly
that will decide whether
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath will break the
jinx of no incumbent party
returning to power in more
than 30 years.
"Born in Banaras and
bought up in Lucknow, naturally this book has my emotions and closeness to my
heart regarding Uttar
Pradesh. The concerns that I
talk about in this book have
been there with me for a
very long time," says the
author, Abhigyan
Prakash."Having reported on
and analyzed both UP and national politics
for over two decades, it has always puzzled

me, despite its enormous
political presence and
clout sending to Delhi the
maximum numbers of
Prime Ministers. It lacked
growth it should have, far
from realizing its full
potential. This book is my
attempt to dive into those
pertinent questions and
understand the many
facets of the answer," the
author adds.
"As UP heads to the polls
in less than two weeks, it is
a good time to understand
the wider context in which
the politics of the state
plays out. In a sense, the
current events in the state
link back to patterns and
trends that have prevailed for decades: the
rise and decline of parties, the growth of

caste as a decisive factor, leaders switching
sides on the eve of elections, religion as a
political plank, and so on," says Siddhesh
Inamdar, Executive Editor, HarperCollins
India.
"Abhigyan Prakash, with his extensive
experience of analysing all matters UP, puts
the state in that broader perspective for lay
readers as well as political observers alike.
This is a book we are delighted to be publishing and hope it will make a valuable contribution to the debate on the road ahead for
UP for a long time to come," Inamdar adds.
Abhigyan Prakash is an award-winning
senior journalist and columnist and has
been an iconic frontline face pioneering
news television in India. In a career spanning over two decades, he has hosted many
flagship shows for NDTV as one of its key
editors and has reported on and analysed UP
and national politics. Currently, he is Senior
Consultant, ABP News, and its national
affairs expert.

Why is India seeing a rise in death rate despite low Covid cases?
 While the active caseload has
reported a marginal decline in
India, the country is seeing a surge
in deaths due to Covid-19.ty to pay
dues.
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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hile the active caseload has
reported a marginal decline in
India, the country is seeing a
surge in deaths due to Covid-19.
A week back on January 26, India
reported 2,85,914 fresh cases and 665
deaths in 24 hours. Since then, there has
been a constant dip in new infections.
However, the number of fatalities has
risen steadily.
On February 3, the country saw
1,72,433 infections and 1,008 deaths in a
span of 24 hours.

"Deaths lags about 2-3 weeks behind
cases. It takes that much time for people
to be severely ill, be hospitalised and
managed there till they succumb to the
disease," Shahid Jameel, Visiting
Professor, Ashoka University, told IANS.
India is currently going through its
third Covid wave triggered mostly by the
highly contagious Omicron variant.
Globally, Omicron accounts for about
70 per cent infections at this time, with
Delta accounting for about 30 per cent.
The variant, touted as majorly causing
mild illness, had initially led to a spike in
Covid case numbers, but the number of
Omicron cases have been much less in
India.
"The third wave in India is also mostly
driven by Omicron. The Omicron figures
are much less than daily positive cases
because the former is determined only
after genomic sequencing, whereas the

latter is based on PCR and rapid tests,"
said Jameel, who is also Senior Research
Fellow at Green Templeton College,
Oxford University.
"Not all positive cases are sequenced
to determine the variant virus," he
added.
India is expected to see a peak in the
wave in early to mid-February.
"The peak will differ in different states
and should eventually start to flatten by
the end of March," Dr. Kiran G.
Kulirankal, from Division of Infectious
Diseases, at Amrita Hospital, Kochi, told
IANS.
However, it is too early to predict the
end of Covid, he noted.
Kulirankal contended that although
initial data shows Omicron
variant to be highly transmissible but less severe than
Delta, this is not the case

while considering high risk groups.
It comprises the elderly, immunocompromised, patients with chronic kidney
disease, chronic liver disease, uncontrolled diabetes, those on immunosuppressive medications and patients with
malignancy.
"The weakened immune system fails to
prevent the progression of the disease to
its severe form leading to increased morbidity and mortality," Kulirankal said.
He advised protecting the high-risk
group as well as the general population
with vaccinations and following proper
Covid protocols such as hand washing,
avoiding unnecessary travels, avoiding
public gathering, and maintaining physical distancing.

international

US LAWMAKER CRITICISES CHINA OVER SHOWCASING Taliban fighters barred from
taking weapons to parks
PLA SOLDIER IN WINTER OLYMPICS 2022
Kabul|Agencies
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leading US Senator has criticised China for selecting a soldier engaged in Galwan Valley
clashes with Indian troops to promote the Beijing Winter Olympics
2022.
China has selected Qi Fabao, a regimental commander in the People's
Liberation Army, who was seriously
wounded during June 15, 2020 border clash with Indian troops in the
Galwan Valley in eastern Ladakh, as
one of the torchbearers.
Senator Jim Risch, a Republican
who is a ranking member of the US
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
called the move "shameful" and said
that the US will continue to support
the sovereignty of India.
"It's shameful that Beijing chose a
torchbearer for the Olympics 2022
who's part of the military command
that attacked India in 2020 and is
implementing genocide against the
Uyghurs. The US will continue to

support Uyghur freedoms and the
sovereignty of India," Risch said on
Twitter.
Beijing kicked off a three-day
Olympic torch relay with Qi as torchbearers, as per a report in China's
Global Times newspaper.

Qi took the torch from China's
four-time short track speed skating
gold medalist Wang Meng. Being
held in between Covid-19 outbreaks
in China, the Winter Olympics is
scheduled to start on February 4..
The Olympic flame was flown in

from Greece and will travel to various
parts of the country before lighting
the Olympic cauldron as a part of the
opening ceremony.
Many countries have decided to
boycott the Olympics amid Chinese
expansionist policy and human
rights violation in Uyghurs.
Amid this, an Australian newspaper, the Klaxon, claimed that Chinese
People's Liberation Army lost 42 soldiers, not four during Galwan Valley
clashes with India troops in eastern
Ladakh. However, the Indian security
establishment remains silent over the
claims.The report, filed by Editor
Anthony Klan, bases the claims citing
report of a group of social media
researchers.The newspaper states
that evidence provided by the group
of social media researchers, which
The Klaxon has independently built
on, appears to support claims that
China's casualties extended well
beyond the four soldiers named by
Beijing.

I

n a latest decision aimed at
creating confidence building among the local
Afghans, the Taliban have
barred its fighters from carrying weapons with them when
they visit theme parks.
The step is being seen as
part of efforts by the Taliban
regime to promote a less
aggressive image and pave
ways towards domestic and
global acceptance.
As per an order issued by
the Taliban leadership, all
fighters have been told not to
carry weapons when visiting
amusement parks and funfairs, said Zabiullah Mujahid,
the Taliban's spokesperson.
"They have also been asked
to change into civilian clothing", the spokesperson
added.Mujahid's statement
statement comes amid social
media was flooded with

videos and pictures of Taliban
fighters, being present at
amusement parks with
weapons.
"Mujahideen of the Islamic
Emirate are not allowed to
enter amusement parks with
weapons, military uniforms
and vehicles. They are obliged
to abide by all the rules and
regulations of amusement
parks," he added.Amusement
parks, places designed for
leisure and entertainment
with equipment meant for
young children, were seen
being used by Taliban fighters in many video that went

viral on the social media.
"This equipment is
designed for different weight
categories, such as children
and the elderly, but some
armed people use it without
thinking about the rules,"
said a worker at the
Habibullah Zazai Park in
Kabul.The amusements parks
in Afghanistan are a source of
stress release for may locals,
who take to the parks every
day and make use of the time
to get away from their everyday problems.Afghanistan
has become poverty-stricken
country since the time
Taliban took control,
indulging locals into dire
conditions of humanitarian
crisis.Afghanistan's dire economic and humanitarian crisis have taken a major tool on
the locals, who fear living
under the rigid and hardline
rule of the Taliban led
regime.

Natural gas, nuke energy Balochistan Nationalist Army becomes
included in EU's taxonomy

Pak's new counter-terrorism challenge
P

Brussels|Agencies

Islamabad|Agencies

N

atural gas and nuclear energy are
included in the European Union's (EU)
taxonomy as sustainable investments
for the private sector, the European
Commission said.
In a Taxonomy Complementary Climate
Delegated Act on climate change mitigation
and adaptation, the European Commission
includes natural gas and nuclear energy in its
plan for building a climate-friendly future,
labelling investments in natural gas and
nuclear projects sustainable under certain
conditions, reports Xinhua news agency.
"The inclusion of nuclear and natural gas in
the taxonomy comes with conditions associated with their use and with safeguards
against significant environmental harm," the
European Commission said on Twitter.
"Investors must be able to clearly recognize
if an investment includes natural gas or
nuclear activities and to what extent, so they
can make an informed investment decision,"
it added. As public investment will not be sufficient to finance the EU's transition towards
carbon neutrality, its taxonomy is a tool
designed to signpost the way for private
investments that will help the bloc to realize
its ambition.

"It is our common grammar for financial
markets to know what is green or not, and
what is useful for the transition without being
green," explained Pascal Canfin, Chair of the
Environment committee of the European
Parliament. However, there have been concerns about the inclusion. The Climate Action
Network Europe expressed its "grave concern
at the proposal that fossil gas and nuclear
energy be included in the EU Taxonomy".
"The inclusion ... would not only mislead
consumers and investors, but would also call
into question the extent to which the
European Commission values scientific evidence," it said in a letter addressed to
European Commission President Ursula von
der Leyen.

akistans Balochistan province
has seen a major surge of targeted terror attacks on security
check posts, security camps, located
at sensitive districts. A newly-formed
group Balochistan Nationalist Army
(BNA), which is fast becoming a
major opponent to Pakistans security
forces operating in the province, has
claimed the fresh wave of attacks.
BNA, a merged organisation of
United Baloch Army (UBA) and the
Balochistan Republican Army (BRA)
established about a month ago, has
started to make its strong presence be
felt severely as it has targeted important security check posts and camps
of the Pakistani armed forces, claiming lives of soldiers and showcasing it
capability of carrying out parallel targeted attacks.
In a latest of such attacks, armed
assailants targeted two security posts
in Panjgur district of Balochistan.
As per Pakistan's Inter-Services
Public Relations (ISPR), the attack
was successfully foiled while the

attackers were neutralized with heavy
casualties inflicted to the terrorists.
The attack triggered an hours-long
gun battle between the attacks and
the security forces, resulting in killing
of at least four attacks and one
Pakistani soldier.

Few hours after the attack, BNA
terrorists tried to enter into security
camp in the Naushki district of
Balochistan province, engaging the
security forces in a heavy exchange of
fire. According to the Pakistan military, this attack was also foiled; killing

at least four attackers while one
Pakistani soldier was wounded.
The latest attacks come about a
week after at least 10 Pakistani soldiers were killed in a attack on a security post in Kech town of Balochistan
province.
Kech has been among the main
sites of armed rebellion groups,
where Pakistan has been carrying out
Intelligence Based Operation (IBO)
and fighting against separatist groups.
Balochistan has become a major
challenge for Pakistani security forces
as various separatist groups, who
demand independence from the central government of the country, have
vowed to fight against what they
called occupation of the Pakistani
forces. On the other hand, Pakistan
maintains that these rebel groups
have been repressed and their armed
uprising has been quashed. Pakistan
has maintained that many revel
groups like the BNA, are supported
by Iran and India, who use them as
mercenaries to spread chaos in the
country.
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STATE ASSEMBLY'S BUDGET
SESSION FROM MARCH 7
 THE BUDGET SESSION OF
THE MADHYA PRADESH
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
WILL BEGIN ON MARCH 7,
WITH THE ADDRESS OF
GOVERNOR MANGUBHAI
CHHAGANBHAI PATEL.
STATE'S FINANCE
MINISTER JAGDISH
DEORA WILL PRESENT
THE STATE BUDGET ON
MARCH 8 OR 9. VIDHAN
SABHA HAS ISSUED NOTIFICATION FOR THE BUDGET SESSION.
Zafar Alam Khan | Bhopal
www.absoluteindianews.com

T

he budget session of the
Madhya Pradesh Legislative
Assembly will be begin from
March 7 next month. Its notification
has been issued today. The session
will continue till March 25 with a
total of 13 sittings. The opposition

has objected to having a shorter session this time as well.
The budget session of the
Assembly will begin with the
address of Governor Mangubhai
Chhaganbhai Patel on 7 March.
State's Finance Minister Jagdish
Deora will present the state budget
on March 8 or 9. Vidhan Sabha has
issued notification for the budget
session.
Assembly Speaker Girish Gautam

said that this time the duration of
the session has been limited in view
of the corona infection. A total of 13
meetings have been kept in the
budget session that will continue till
March 25. All the subjects related to
the budget session will be covered in
these 13 meetings. On keeping a
total of 13 sittings in the budget session, the Speaker has said that if the
subjects remain more, then the
issues will be resolved by prolonging

the proceedings of the House.
Holiday has been kept on Holi during the budget session of the Vidhan
Sabha.Former minister PC Sharma
has objected to holding only 13
meetings in the budget session of
the assembly. Congress MLA said
that holding only 13 meetings in the
budget session is less in terms of
numbers. Even before this, the duration of the sessions held has been
limited. The MLAs did not get a
chance to raise the issues related to
their assembly. The opposition had
high hopes from the budget session.
The duration of the budget session
was to be extended.
The state government is busy
preparing the state budget. This
time the budget will also have a
glimpse of the upcoming assembly
elections. Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has held a meeting
with BJP MLAs and discussed priority proposals. The state government
has also sought suggestions from the
common people regarding the
budget. Those suggestions will also
be considered by the Finance
Minister of the state and those ideas
will be included in the budget.

Mumbai, Friday, February 04, 2022

Empowering All Sections with Social Harmony
Is the Priority of the State Government: CM
 STATE LEVEL
PROGRAMME WILL
BE HELD ON SANT
RAVIDAS JAYANTI
 PROGRAMMES
WILL ALSO BE HELD
AT DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS
AND PANCHAYAT
LEVEL
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
said that Sant Ravidas
was a wonderful saint. The
efforts made by him to connect the society had an
extensive impact.
Programmes should be
organised in the entire state
on Sant Ravidas Jayanti.
Efforts are being made by the
state government to take
social rights to all sections
with social harmony through
public participation with the
concept of Sabka Saath
Sabka Vikas.
Chouhan was addressing a
meeting organised at the residence office regarding Sant
Ravidas Jayanti celebrations.
Tribal Affairs, Scheduled

Castes Welfare Minister
Meena Singh and Principal
Secretary Scheduled Castes
Welfare and Tribal Affairs
Pallavi Jain Govil were present.
It is noteworthy that along
with the state level programme in Bhopal on Sant
Ravidas Jayanti on February
16, programmes will also be
organised in all the district
headquarters and 22 thousand 710 panchayats of the
state.
Chief Minister Shri
Chouhan will address the
state level programme in
Bhopal. There will also be

presentation of Bhajans of
Sant Ravidas ji. The programme will be telecast live
on various TV channels and
social media platforms
including Doordarshan.
In the programmes to be
held at the district and panchayat level, an exhibition
based on various public welfare schemes being run by
the Central and Madhya
Pradesh government will be
organised. In all the programmes, bhajans of Sant
Ravidas will be sung and
local public representatives
will give speeches on the
teachings of Sant Ravidas.

Real Time Monitoring of Poshan Abhiyan Being Done Through Smart Phones

CM to have virtual dialogue with
CM TO DISTRIBUTE SMART PHONES TO ANGANWADI WORKERS OF SEHORE DISTRICT
beneficiary villagers of JJM
Programme Will Be Held In Mantralaya at 1:15 PM on Friday

 Water from tap
reaches 46 lakh
families
 Programme will be
held on Thursday in
Kushabhau
Thackeray
Auditorium
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan will
interact with the rural
families benefited in Jal
Jeevan Mission from
Kushabhau Thackeray
Auditorium, Bhopal through
video conferencing on
February 4 at 3 pm. One village each in 16 districts has
been selected out of the dis-

tricts where water has been
supplied to the rural households in Jal Jeevan Mission
for interaction with
Chouhan.
Chief Minister will also
interact with villagers, public
representatives and members
of Village Water and
Sanitation Committee
regarding the proper supply
of water from taps and proper operation and maintenance of the schemes of Jal
Jeevan Mission.
So far, more than 46 lakh
11 thousand rural families
have been provided tap water
under the National Jal Jeevan
Mission. There are 4 thousand 44 villages in the state
where availability of water
has been ensured in every
household. Under the mis-

sion, works of water supply
schemes from tap in rural
areas of almost every district
of the state are being done by
Public Health Engineering
Department and Jal Nigam.
Chouhan will interact with
the beneficiaries of Bilkhiria
of Bhopal district, Satpipaliya
of Sehore, Barkheda Kayam
of Dewas, Chakeri of Sagar,
Rainagar of Panna,
Neemkheda of Jabalpur,
Bhanvarda of Mandla,
Mungapar of Seoni,
Judmunian Murli of Rewa,
Umaidpura of Neemuch,
Sehrai of Ashoknagar, Mau of
Chhindwara, Harratola of
Anuppur, Ranayrapir of
Ujjain, Simrishukla of
Damoh and Bavai village of
Niwari district.

Team Absolute | Bhopal
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hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan will virtually distribute 1,465 smart phones
to Anganwadi workers of Sehore
district under the Poshan Abhiyan
(nutrition campaign) from
Mantralaya at 1.15 pm on
February 4.
The Poshan Abhiyan is being
conducted by the Women and
Child Development Department
from 97 thousand 135 Anganwadi
and Mini Anganwadi centres
approved in 453 Integrated Child
Development Projects in all 52
districts of the state. Information
and Communication Technology
based real time monitoring is
done through mobile based nutrition tracker application. In the

PREPARATIONS FOR TEACHING MEDICAL COURSE IN HINDI BEGIN
 After proceedings, Madhya
Pradesh will be the first
state in the country
Team Absolute|Bhopal

T

he Medical Education Department
has started action in compliance
with the announcement made by
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan in
his message to the people of the state on
Republic Day that the course of medical
education in the state will be conducted
in Hindi.
Medical Education Minister Vishwas
Kailash Sarang informed that according to
Chief Minister Chouhan's intention, the
process of teaching medical courses in
Hindi in medical colleges run under the
Medical Education Department of the
state is going on. In this sequence,

instructions have been given to begin it
from Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal.
Sarang also discussed with subject
experts to promote the use of Hindi language in the medical education curriculum and to prepare supplementary books
in Hindi for the first year subjects of
MBBS. Sarang held discussions with the
Vice Chancellor, Registrar of Atal Bihari
Hindi University and doctors of AIIMS
Bhopal and Gandhi Medical College in
the presence of Commissioner Medical
Education.In the first phase, Hindi language will be used more and more by the
medical teachers while teaching the
course of medical education. Along with
this, assessment of first year medical students will be done after study. First, the
students of Hindi background will be
assessed for reading for 2 months through
English medium and for 2 months
through Hindi medium. In the second

CM PLANTS SAPLINGS IN SMART UDYAN

phase, supplementary reference books of
3 subjects (Anatomy, Physiology and BioChemistry) of first year MBBS will be prepared in Hindi language. Three committees have been formed to complete this
action plan.A committee has been constituted to prepare an action plan for the use
of Hindi in medical curriculum and
preparation of supplementary reference
books in Hindi. Guidance of Atal Bihari
Hindi University will be obtained to give
concrete shape to the action plan. This
will ensure the implementation of this
project.A sub-committee was constituted
to prepare supplementary reference
books in Hindi on the subject of MBBS
first year including Anatomy, Physiology
and Bio-Chemistry.
A verification sub-committee has also
been constituted for refining the subject
prepared in Hindi by the second subcommittee.

past, smart phones have been distributed to 27 thousand 817
Anganwadi workers of 16 districts
and tablets to 972 supervisors.
Smart phones are being purchased and distributed at district
level to 69 thousand 316
Anganwadi workers and 2,429
supervisors of remaining 36 districts.
Daily information on services
provided by Anganwadi workers
in Anganwadi centres is entered
using the nutrition tracker application from smart phones.
Monitoring of information is done
daily at block, district and state
level. By using nutrition tracker on
smart phone by Anganwadi workers, while the work of maintenance of registers will be reduced
on a daily basis, from the same

Team Absolute | Bhopal
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n a major breakthrough, Madhya
Pradesh Economic
Offences Wing (EOW) on
Thursday arrested the
alleged mastermind of a
gang who 'married' over
thousands of couples on
papers to embezzle crores
from chief minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan's most
ambitious Mukhymantri
Kanyadan Yojana.
The accused is the
brother-in-law of a BJP
minister.
Shobhit tripathi was the
chief executive officer of
Vidisha's Sironj Jila pan-

 DISCUSSIONS WILL
BE HELD WITH
FARMERS AT
DIVISIONAL LEVEL

Team Absolute |Bhopal
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Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan planted
saplings of Maulshree, Karanj, Saptparni and Kachnar in
Smart Udyan today. Chouhan had taken a pledge to plant
saplings every day in Amarkantak on the occasion of
Narmada Jayanti on February 19, 2021. Chouhan has planted 457 saplings in the last 347 days. Today, a regional news
channel interviewed Chief Minister regarding his commitment towards plantation and his experiences throughout the
year. Meanwhile, Sharad Dwivedi and Manoj Saini of news
channel also planted saplings. Priority is being given by
Chief Minister to plant saplings of local species.

he action plan of the
Horticulture
Department for the
year 2022-23 will be prepared on the suggestions of
horticulture farmers.
Minister of State
(Independent Charge) for
Horticulture and Food
Processing Bharat Singh
Kushwaha said in the departmental review meeting held
in Mantralaya on Thursday.
Additional Chief Secretary
Horticulture and Food
Processing JN Kansotia,
Horticulture Commissioner

E Ramesh Kumar and MD
MP Agro Rajiv Kumar Jain
were present.
Kushwaha said that he
himself would take suggestions from the horticulture
farmers by holding a division-wise meeting. In the
divisional meetings, 20 to 40
farmers will be invited from
each district. After discussing
with the farmers, suggestions
will be taken on priority programmes in the Horticulture
Department. On the basis of
the suggestions received, the
departmental action plan for
the coming year will be prepared. Kushwaha said that
gardener training centres
would be set up at the district level. One nursery in
each district will be identi-

after the Anganwadi worker
records the weight and height of
the children. Now the Anganwadi
worker will not have to fill the
growth register. On registering a
pregnant woman with a nutrition
tracker, the information about
which pregnant woman has to be
checked daily by the Anganwadi
worker or which pregnant woman
has to be counseled through home
visit will also be available.
Rs 200 per month is being paid
to all the Anganwadi workers of
the state for net connectivity for
the operation of nutrition tracker
application. An amount of Rs 500
will be given to Anganwadi workers and Rs 250 to Anganwadi
assistants as incentive on filling
the information as per the prescribed criteria in the application.

CEO WHO 'MARRIED OFF' 3,500 COUPLES ARRESTED

Action Plan of the Department Will Be Prepared
on the Suggestions of Horticulture Farmers
 MINISTER OF STATE
KUSHWAHA IN THE
DEPARTMENTAL
REVIEW MEETING

application, Anganwadi worker
will get ready information regarding daily works in which they will
get information about the beneficiaries to be selected during home
visits for vaccination and other
services and homes of which beneficiaries are to be visited to provide counselling and other information will be included. With the
nutrition tracker, Anganwadi
workers can see the list of all the
beneficiaries registered in their
centre anywhere at any time on
their mobile, which will make it
easy to monitor the beneficiaries.
Along with this, it will also be easy
to monitor the growth of children
in the age group of 0 to 5 years
enrolled in the Anganwadi centre.
The level of malnutrition of the
child will be reflected immediately

fied as Gardener Training
Centre. He said that as per
the demand, interested
youths and persons would
be given training in gardening work, which would be for
a period of three months.
Kushwaha said that information about encroachment
in nursery area of some districts has come to his notice.
He asked the officers to keep
the nurseries of the department encroachment free.
Ensure that the nursery area
which is encroached upon
should be removed within a
week. Kushwaha asked to
take concrete initiatives in
the direction of promoting
the export of other horticultural products like orange,
onion, garlic etc.

chayat.
Investigations revealed
that he arranged marriages
of nearly 3,500 couples on
paper and siphoned off
around Rs 18.52 crore in
the process.
Chief minister expressed
displeasure and ordered
EOW to probe the matter
immediately after it was
brought to his knowledge
by BJP MLA Umakant
Sharma during the winter
session of the assembly.
Sharma had raised
doubts that it is impossible
to believe that 6,000 marriages were done in his
region during the Covid-19
prohibitions. He claimed it

was a scam of Rs 30 crore.
It is alleged that Tripathi
fraudulently mentioned
3,500 marriages on paper
from April 2020 to June
2020 - during the Covid-19
lockdown period. Many
couples on the list were
already married, investigators say.
According to official
records, around 6,000 marriages were recorded
under the scheme in Siroj
block between 2019 and
2021, of which 3,500 were
in the Covid-19 period.
A sum of Rs 51,000 was
transferred to the accounts
of each couple, some of
them who had not even

2 KILLED IN CLASH OVER
BREAKING OF ENGAGEMENT IN
Bhopal: Two persons were killed
and 15 others injured after two
groups came to blows over the breaking of a marriage engagement in
Sehore district on Wednesday, police
said.
Both the groups belonged to the
Banjara community. The incident
took place at a village under
Siddiqueganj police station limits.
Local police station in-charge
Kamal Singh said that the son of the
Sarpanch of the Gangaram Ki Samri
village was to marry a girl from Pital
Ki Samri village.
"However, the engagement was
broken about four months ago, and
the girl's marriage with fixed another
boy," he said.The original groom's
father and other relatives landed at
Pital Ki Samri village on Wednesday
and a clash broke out during which
swords, sticks and guns were used,
the police officer said. "Two persons
died while 15 others, from both the
groups, were injured. Six of them are
seriously injured," said the officer.
The injured were sent to Bhopal's
Hamidia Hospital.The dead were
identified as Shyamlal (40) and
Mukesh Banjara (30), who belong to
the girl's side. No arrest has been
made so far.

applied for it.
Several documents were
also found missing. Two
other government officials
are on the radar.
Tripathi was suspended
on January 4.
The scheme has been
launched at the initiative
of the chief minister with
the objective of providing
financial help to poor,
needy, destitute families
for marrying off their
daughters/widows/divorce
es.
Under the scheme,
financial assistance is
given for household items
and mass marriage expenditures.

Next meeting on reservation in
promotion on February 8: Mishra

Team Absolute|Bhopal

H

ome Minister
Narottam Mishra
has said that the
meeting regarding reservation in promotion is
being organized again on
Tuesday, February 8,
2022. He said that the
Government of Ministers
has unanimously taken
the decision that the
office bearers of Ajax and
Sapaks organization will
also be invited in the
upcoming meeting.
Mishra presided over
the meeting of the Group
of Ministers constituted
to provide opportunities
for promotion as per eligibility to the government servants during
their service period. In
the meeting, various

points on fixing the
future strategy of promotion of government servants according to eligibility were discussed.
Water Resources
Minister Tulsiram
Silawat, Cooperatives
Minister Arvind Singh
Bhadauria, Minister of
State for School
Education (Independent
Charge) Inder Singh
Parmar, Additional Chief
Secretary General
Administration Vinod
Kumar, Additional Chief
Secretary Water
Resources SN Mishra,
Additional Director
General of Police Ashok
Awasthi, Secretary Law
AK Singh, Secretary
Finance Ajit Kumar and
other officers were
present.

hollywood
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Joni Mitchell may have quit Spotify,
but some of her songs continue to play
Nearly a week after the iconic Canadian singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell
requested for her music to be removed from Spotify, several of her albums
remain available on the streaming service, reports 'Variety.'
Los Angeles | Agencies

N

early a week after the iconic Canadian
singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell requested
for her music to be removed from Spotify,
several of her albums remain available on the
streaming service, reports 'Variety'.
Last Thursday, Mitchell made the request in
solidarity with her longtime friend and collaborator Neil Young as a form of protest against the
streaming giant "spreading false information
about vaccines -- potentially causing death to
those who believe the disinformation being
spread by them" through its hosting of Joe Rogan's
podcast.
All of Mitchell's albums released through

Los Angeles | Agencies
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elebrity actress-singer Jennifer Lopez and
Colombian singer Maluma performed
songs from their upcoming rom-com
'Marry Me' in a virtual concert for the film on
Thursday, February 3.
The two were seen as their characters of Kat
Valdez and Bastian in the concert in front of a
real-time Bitmoji audience. Bitmojis are the
expressive cartoon avatars of Snapchat users.
The virtual concert was hosted by Snapchat
in association with Universal. The event was
developed by Oz.
The audience in attendance was able to
engage with the experience in different ways,
such as starting a wave in a crowd of hundreds
of other Bitmoji attendees and releasing virtual
doves into the arena when Jennifer Lopez performed a love song. Additionally, they were also
able to trigger a series of lasers to sweep the
stage and crowd for dramatic effect.

Warner Music Group -- running from the beginning of her career in the late 1960s up to 1982's
'Wild Things Run Fast', then picking up again for
two albums and a compilation spanning 19942000 -- have been removed, all of her releases
through Universal Music Group remain available
to stream on the service, reports 'Variety'.
The albums in question also are not widely considered to be among her classic work, so their
presence on Spotify may be flying below the radar,
'Variety' notes.
Albums by fellow Spotify-deserters Nils Lofgren,
Graham Nash and most recently, Stephen Stills
and David Crosby, remain on the service, but they
may still be in the midst of the removal process.
But the fact that some of Mitchell's albums have
been removed -- but not others -- is
curious, according to 'Variety'.

Tom Holland
weighs in on Oscar
noms for Spidey

Neil Patrick Harris
says 'It's a Sin' will
add to dialogue
around HIV/AIDS

Los Angeles | Agencies

W

ith speculation rife over whether spectacular boxoffice success of 'Spider-Man: No Way Home' will be
duplicated in the nominations for the Oscars, Tom
Holland was careful while answering a question from 'Variety'
on the subject on the sidelines of a promotion for his upcoming action adventure film 'Uncharted'.
"It would be a huge honour for it to be nominated for an
Oscar," Holland said.
The nominations are slated to be announced on February 8.
He added: "But I think I can speak on behalf of everyone at
Marvel and
Sony and particularly
[director] Jon
Watts, the fan
reaction that
we've received
-- the love and
support -- is
enough."
"We have
created something that has
been such a
culturally
enriching
experience for
so many people, that
watching those
fan reactions
to when
Andrew
[Garfield]
comes through and Tobey [Maguire] comes through and
Andrew saves Zendaya, I will never be able to live that down,"
Holland continued in his conversation with 'Variety'.
Speaking of Garfield and Maguire, Holland praised the production team for getting the trio together on the big screen. "It
was one of those things -- it was an idea for a long time and an
idea that always seemed impossible," he said.
He also did not rule out another Spidey reunion. He said:
"Could it happen? Of course it could happen. We've done it
once before. Will it happen? I don't know."

Los Angeles | Agencies

H

ollywood actor Neil Patrick
Harris, who plays Henry
Coltrane in the upcoming
drama series 'It's a Sin', said he hopes
the series will offer a new perspective
to the audience on the subject of
HIV/AIDS. The five-part series revolves
around the HIV/AIDS crisis that hit the
United Kingdom in the 1980s and
1990s. Hollywood actor Neil Patrick
Harris, who plays Henry Coltrane in
the upcoming drama series 'It's a Sin',
said he hopes the series will offer a new
perspective to the audience on the
subject of HIV/AIDS. The five-part
series revolves around the HIV/AIDS
crisis that hit the United Kingdom in
the 1980s and 1990s.
It follows the story of five gay friends
and how they formed a friendship
group amid rapidly spreading AIDS crisis. The series explores themes like
freedom and expressing oneself freely,
and is helmed by Peter Hoar.
Commenting on the dialogue
around HIV/AIDS, Harris said: "The
conversation is still alive and necessary
and in many ways more important now
than ever."
The actor said: "I talk at length and

relatively often with Elton John and
David Furnish about their AIDS
Foundation, which has done such
extraordinary things. They recognise
that there's a tipping point, that
HIV/AIDS could be eviscerated to zero
in our lifetimes."
He added that there has been a perceptible shift in the handling of the disease.
"That's a big deal considering how it
started, in such uncertainty and with
so much fear," Harris said. "At the
beginning of all this, if you went into a
hospital with HIV/AIDS, there was a
strong probability you were not going
to come back."
"So, to continue the conversation
with perspective, to be able to look at
that generation with a bit of hindsight,
makes the morals and lessons and
warnings more vivid."
Adding further as to how the series
will provide a new perspective to the
younger generation about the time
gone by when HIV/AIDS was a big
thing to deal with, Harris said: "There's
a younger generation that perhaps
often only knows HIV/AIDS through
the idea that, if you're on PrEP (preexposure prophylaxis drugs), you're
good to go. I hope it allows them to
have a new perspective and awareness
of the lives that were led before."
He also praised the show's creator
for putting together the story, "I

applaud Russell for creating this wonderful, brave original story of a group of
people coming into their own under
this shadow of such uncertainty and
darkness. Rooting for these people,
being so excited to see them living,
f***ing, being proud, and simultaneously recognising that this series is
about something much bigger."
Delving deeper into the show, Harris
said: "The first episode ends on such a
happy note, and you wish them all success, joy, happiness, love, enthusiasm,
excitement in their worlds. Yet you're
terrified for their safety and concerned
about how these stories will end. It's an
amazing dynamic."
Shedding light on his character, the
actor said: "Henry works at a Savile
Row tailors. He seems to be an antagonist for Colin, but quickly realizes Coli's
a bit green, a bit young and innocent
and naive, so takes him under his wing
and provides an example for a way of
existing that Colin did't know about.
"He's been with his boyfriend for a
long time, living his lovely independent
existence with calm and happiness,
which makes a nice juxtaposition to
the desperate need for chaos and individuality some of the younger generation at that time were seeking", he concluded. 'It's a Sin', which also stars Olly
Alexander, Nathaniel Curtis and Shaun
Dooley in lead roles, will be streaming
on Lionsgate Play from February 4.

Celebrity actress-singer
Jennifer Lopez and
Colombian singer Maluma
performed songs from
their upcoming rom-com
'Marry Me' in a virtual concert for the film on
Thursday, February 3.
'Marry Me', directed by Kat Coiro, stars
Jennifer Lopez, Owen Wilson and Maluma. It
tells the story of pop superstar Katalina Valdez,
essayed by Jennifer Lopez, who realises that her
love interest Bastian, played by Maluma, who is
also her on-stage collaborator, is having a secret
affair.
An emotionally devastated Kat impulsively
decides to marry a stranger played by Owen
Wilson, a taxi driver, who is attending one of
her concerts. Does the marriage last? Around
that question hinges the elements of drama and
suspense in the movie.
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DD SPORTS NOT TO LIVE TELECAST
BEIJING WINTER OLYMPICS CEREMONIES
Soon after it was announced that the Indian diplomats in Beijing will not attend the opening and
closing ceremony of the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics (February 4-20) following reports of China
making a Galwan soldier one of the torchbearers for the quadrangular Games, Prasar Bharati
announced on Thursday that its DD Sports channel will not telecast live the two ceremonies.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

being held in Beijing," Shashi
Shekhar Vempati, CEO, Prasar
Bharati, tweeted. Earlier on
Thursday, the MEA had said that it is
regrettable that China has chosen to
politicise the Olympics. "The Indian
envoy will not attend the opening or
closing ceremony of the Beijing
Winter Olympics," MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said on reports
of China. The soldier in question,
who has been identified as Qi Fabao,
is reportedly a regimental commander of the People's Liberation
Army (PLA). Fabao was grievously
injured during the bloody clash
between the PLA and Indian troopers in the Galwan Valley in Eastern
Ladakh in June 2020.

S

oon after it was announced that
the Indian diplomats in Beijing
will not attend the opening and
closing ceremony of the 2022 Beijing
Winter Olympics (February 4-20) following reports of China making a
Galwan soldier one of the torchbearers for the quadrangular Games,
Prasar Bharati announced on
Thursday that its DD Sports channel
will not telecast live the two ceremonies. "Consequent to the
announcement by the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA) @meaindia,
@ddsportschannel will not telecast
live the Opening and Closing ceremonies of the Winter Olympics

Winter Olympics: Neeraj Chopra urges
India to support skier Arif Khan
Olympic gold medallist Neeraj Chopra
has urged every
Indian to support
alpine skier
Mohammad Arif
Khan, country's sole
representative at
2022 Winter
Olympics, scheduled
to be held from
February 4-20 in
Beijing.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

O

lympic gold medallist
Neeraj Chopra has
urged every Indian to
support alpine skier
Mohammad Arif Khan,
country's sole representative
at 2022 Winter Olympics,
scheduled to be held from
February 4-20 in Beijing.
Chopra, who won the
javelin throw gold medal at
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Ex-cricketers hail India's U-19 team as
Dhull-led side enters World Cup Final
Former cricketers
Madan Lal, Michael
Vaughan and
Aakash Chopra
lauded India's young
cricketers after they
defeated Australia
by 96 runs as India
reached their fourth
consecutive U19
World Cup final.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

F

ormer cricketers Madan
Lal, Michael Vaughan and
Aakash Chopra lauded
India's young cricketers after
they defeated Australia by 96
runs as India reached their
fourth consecutive U19 World
Cup final. The Yash Dhull-led
side registered a brilliant victory
over the three-time winners

Australia in the second semifinal on Thursday at the
Coolidge Cricket Ground in
Antigua. They will now face
England in the final on
Saturday. Madan Lal congratulated the India U19 side for
their performance.
Congratulations
#IndiaUnder19 team on reaching the Under-19 World Cup
Final. Well played #yashdhull
#ShaikRasheed @BCCI," Lal
tweeted. Former England skip-

per Michael Vaughan showered praise on captain Yash,
who became only the third
Indian captain after Virat Kohli
and Unmukt Chand to register
a ton in the U19 World Cup. He
slammed a run-a-ball 110.
"India U19s batting looked high
class … The future looks
secured for the Indian Team...
Yash Dhull looks exceptional,"
Vaughan tweeted. Former India
opener Aakash Chopra also
took to Twitter to share his
view. "What an incredibly dominating performance by India
U-19. Fourth consecutive final.
Wow And this time…unlike the
last few editions, our team has
no first-class cricket experience
(due to Covid). Let's get the
home #U19CWC #INDvAUS,"
said Chopra. India, undefeated
in the tournament so far, posted
a challenging 290 for 5. In reply,
Australia were bowled out for
194 in 41.5 overs.

Sania, Ankita, Rohan, Ramkumar included
in TOPS Core group till Asian Games
Tennis players Sania Mirza, Ankita Raina, Rohan Bopanna and Ramkumar Ramanathan have been included
in the Core group of athletes for support under the Sports Ministry's Target Olympic Podium Scheme
(TOPS) with an eye on the Asian Games in Hangzhou later this year.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

Tokyo Olympics last year, to
become only the second
Indian after shooter Abhinav
Bindra to win an individual
gold medal at the Summer
Games, is aware of the
importance of fans' support
at big-ticket events like the
Olympics and wants Arif to
have the same sort of support he did. Arif Khan, who
hails from Jammu and
Kashmir, is the first-ever
Indian athlete to directly
qualify for two different
events at a single edition of
the Winter Games. He will be
competing in the giant
slalom event on February 13
and slalom on February 16 at
the Xiaohaituo Alpine Skiing
Field. "I want to thank all my
countrymen who supported

Indian athletes at the Tokyo
Olympics. Beijing 2022 is
starting and I want to request
everyone to support us in
Beijing as much as you did in
Tokyo," Neeraj told
Olympics.com. "Our very
own Arif Khan has qualified
for the Beijing 2022 Winter
Olympics. I want to congratulate him and just tell him to
give it your all for your country at Beijing," he added.
The 24-year-old Chopra
also extended his best to
every athlete competing at
the Winter Games in China.
"I hope you have an
incredible experience at the
Games. Stay focused, enjoy
yourselves and have fun representing your countries at
the Games," he said.

T

ennis players Sania Mirza,
Ankita Raina, Rohan Bopanna
and Ramkumar Ramanathan
have been included in the Core group
of athletes for support under the
Sports Ministry's Target Olympic
Podium Scheme (TOPS) with an eye
on the Asian Games in Hangzhou
later this year.
At a meeting of the Ministry's
Mission Olympic Cell on Thursday,
the tennis players were selected for
support under TOPS after the All
India Tennis Association (AITA) presented the four players as prospects
for doubles medals.
"The MOC also approved Rs. 3.62
lakh to help teenage archer Manjiri
Alone purchase a Recurve Bow set.
She won bronze in the 2021 World
Archery Youth Championships in
Wroclaw, Poland in August last. The
archer who hails from Nandgaon
Khandeshwar in Amaravati district in

Maharashtra was runner-up in NTPC
Sub-Junior Ranking Tournament in
January 2022," the sports ministry
said in a statement."The MOC sanc
tioned a proposal worth Rs 4.31 lakh
for pistol shooter Singhraj Adhana,
who won a silver and a bronze in the

Ranji Trophy to be played in two phases from
Feb 10 to Mar 15 and May 30 to June 26
The Ranji Trophy, India's premier tournament in domestic cricket, would be held in two phases, broken down into pre
and post the Indian Premier League (IPL) 2022 phases. The first phase will run from February 10 to March 15, where 34
matches will be played in 57 days. In the second phase, scheduled from May 30 to June 26, seven matches will be played
in 28 days. Overall, 64 matches will be played in 62 days.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

THE GROUPINGS OF THE TEAMS AND
VENUES ALLOTTED ARE AS FOLLOWS

T

he Ranji Trophy, India's premier
tournament in domestic cricket,
would be held in two phases,
broken down into pre and post the
Indian Premier League (IPL) 2022
phases. The first phase will run from
February 10 to March 15, where 34
matches will be played in 57 days. In
the second phase, scheduled from
May 30 to June 26, seven matches will
be played in 28 days. Overall, 64
matches will be played in 62 days.
"We have spread the Ranji Trophy
to nine different venues, across the
country to mitigate any cross-transmission risk while also ensuring that
bio-secure bubbles are not overburdened. While the persistent virus has
still breached the bubble we have factored in certain contingency plans
drawing from our past experience
while formulating this structure," BCCI
secretary Jay Shah wrote to the state
units on Thursday, in a report by
Cricbuzz. As per the schedule, the

groups in the Ranji Trophy are divided
into nine groups - eight elite and one
plate. In the elite groups, four teams
are there while the plate group has six
teams. Elite teams in a group will play
against each other while the plate
teams will clash with only three teams
in their group. According to the structure, one team from each Elite group
qualifies for the quarter-finals, barring
one which will have to play a prequarter-final match. The lowest-

ranked of the eight teams qualified
from the Elite category will have to
play the top side of the Plate group in
the pre-quarterfinals. The quarter-final
draw will be held after the end of prequarter-finals. Ahmedabad, Rajkot,
Delhi, Guwahati, Cuttack,
Trivandrum, Chennai and Haryana
(Rohtak and Gurugram) will be the
venues for the Elite teams while
Kolkata will host the Plate teams
matches in the 2021/22 Ranji Trophy.

Elite A matches in Rajkot:
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Kerala
and Meghalaya Elite B matches
in Cuttack: Bengal, Baroda,
Hyderabad and Chandigarh Elite
C matches in Chennai: Jammu
and Kashmir, Karnataka,
Railways and Pondicherry
Elite D matches in Ahmedabad:
Saurashtra, Mumbai, Odisha and
Goa Elite E matches in
Trivandrum: Andhra Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Services and
Uttarakhand
Elite F matches in Delhi: Punjab,
Himachal Pradesh, Haryana and
Tripura Elite G matches in
Haryana: Vidarbha, Uttar
Pradesh, Maharashtra and
Assam Elite H matches in
Guwahati: Delhi, Tamil Nadu,
Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh
Plate matches in Kolkata: Bihar,
Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram,
Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh

Paralympic Games in Tokyo last year,
to stay and train in the Dr. Karni
Singh Shooting Ranges from February
10 to March 25. The cost includes Rs
2.26 lakh for ammunition for the 25m
and 50m events."
Singhraj Adhana's proposal was in

keeping with the MOC decision to
allow athletes to stay and train in the
Sports Authority of India's National
Centres of Excellence for a short
duration. Coach JP Nautiyal, who is
already with Manish Narwal in the
Tughlakabad range, will extend his
stay by 10 days to assist Singhraj
Adhana.
"Skeet shooter Gurjot Singh's proposal for ammunition and clay targets worth Rs 2.68 lakh was approved
as also teenage air rifle shooter
Rudranksh Patil's proposal for equipment worth Rs 1.03 lakh was sanctioned," it said.
The ministry supports elite athletes
primarily under the Annual Calendar
for Training and Competition (ACTC)
of each National Sports Federation.
TOPS provides customised support to
athletes in areas not covered under
the ACTC and addresses unanticipated needs of the athletes as they prepare to excel in the Olympic and
Paralympic Games.

National Equestrian Championship: Sehaj
Singh Virk tops NEC Grade II Show Jumping
Sehaj Singh Virk has secured the first position in NEC Grade II
Show Jumping Rounds of the National Equestrian Championship
2021-22 at Amateur Riders' Club, Mahalakshmi, here.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

S

ehaj Singh Virk has
secured the first position in NEC Grade II
Show Jumping Rounds of
the National Equestrian
Championship 2021-22 at
Amateur Riders' Club,
Mahalakshmi, here.
Sehaj rode on his horse
Castro 45 and finished his
rounds in 69.74 seconds
with 4 penalties. Kekhiresile
Rio secured second place as
he rode on his horse
Leonardo Van Holli and finished his rounds in 72.66
seconds with 8 penalties.
Sehaj also named for third
position in the event on his
performance with horse
Cash Kunselhof Z, where he
finished his rounds in 77.89
seconds with 12 penalties.
Fourth position was given to
Krish Agarwal who rode on
his horse Choubie De
L'ermitage and finished his
rounds in 77.17 seconds

with 16 penalties.
NEC Grade II Show
Jumping Rounds; Sehaj
Singh Virk/Castro 45/69.74
seconds/4, Kekhiresile
Rio/Leonardo Van

Holli/72.66 seconds/8, Sehaj
Singh Virk/Kunselhof
Z/77.89 seconds/12, Krish
Agarwal/Choubie De
L'ermitage/77.17
seconds/16.

Sweden's Ymer stuns World No. 15 Karatsev at Tata Open Maharashtra, storms into quarters
Sweden's Elias Ymer stunned topseed and World No. 15 Aslan
Karatsev of Russia in straight sets
to storm into the quarter-finals of
the 2022 Tata Open Maharashtra
at the Balewadi Stadium here on
Thursday.
Pune|Agencies

S

weden's Elias Ymer stunned top-seed and
World No. 15 Aslan Karatsev of Russia in
straight sets to storm into the quarter-finals
of the 2022 Tata Open Maharashtra at the
Balewadi Stadium here on Thursday.
Ymer handed Karatsev a shocking 6-2, 7-6 (73) defeat in the singles second round match that
lasted for one hour and 36 minutes.
The 25-year-old Ymer, who came through the
qualifiers, started the game well and took an
early 3-1 lead against Karatsev, who struggled to

find his rhythm, playing his first match at the
South Asia's only ATP 250 event, which is organised by the Maharashtra State Lawn Tennis
Association.
With 76 per cent of service points won, compared to Karatsev's 47 per cent, Ymer comfortably bagged the opening set against Karatsev,
who committed five double faults.
The star Russian, who upstaged World No. 1
Novak Djokovic on his home court to enter the
Serbia Open final last year, tried to forge a comeback but Ymer showed phenomenal reflexes
and resisted well with some powerful shots to
level the scores at 4-4 in the second set.
Ymer then held his serves and forced
Karatsev, the first player in an Open Era to reach
the Grand Slam semi-final on debut at 2021
Australian Open, to a tie-break.
"I was more focussed on my serves. When you
serve well, you always win matches. I think the
serve was the key," Ymer said after his match.
World No. 163 Ymer started strongly in the
tie-breaker by racing to a 3-0 lead and then

maintained his fine touch to complete a sensational victory and sent Karatsev packing.
"He (Elias) played well. I didn't start the

match well and tried to find a solution in the
second set to get back into the game," Karatsev
said. Meanwhile, the defending champion Jiri

Vesely, who received opening-round bye, started
his campaign with a confident 6-3, 6-4 win
against Bernabe Zapata Miralles.
Sixth-seeded Emil Ruusuvuori also had an
easy outing against qualifier Vit Kopriva, securing a 6-3, 6-3 victory during a lopsided last-16
contest.
Later in the evening, star Indian singles player
Yuki Bhambri will look to secure a quarter-final
berth as he is set to take on eight-seed Stefano
Travaglia in the second-round of the tournament which is being owned by IMG and operated by RISE Worldwide in India.
Earlier in the doubles match played late on
Wednesday night, N Sriram Balaji and Vishnu
Vardhan defeated compatriots Arjun Kadhe and
Purav Raja 6-1, 6-4 in the opening round.
The Indian duo of Balaji and Vardhan, which
made it into the main draw as an alternate pair,
has now entered into the semi-finals as their
opponents Gianluca Mager and Emil
Ruusuvuori withdrew from the last-eight match
due to an injury to the former.
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BHUMI OPENS UP ABOUT
GETTING INTO THE SKIN OF HER
'BADHAAI DO' CHARACTER

'DJ TILLU' STAR
NEHA SHETTY CALLS
G
OUT JOURNO FOR ASKIN
SEXIST QUESTION

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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ctress Bhumi Pednekar, who is gearing
up for her upcoming release 'Badhaai
Do', has said that her character in the
film is very different from her because she
does not enjoy many of the privileges we take
for granted.
Commenting on her character, a lesbian sports
te|Hyderabad
instructor who marries a gay cop (played by
Team Absolu
Rajkummar Rao), Pednekar said: "She is somebody
med a journalShetty has slam the trailer
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SUNNY LEONE SHOOTS
FOR WEDDING
SANGEET NUMBER

DIBYENDU
BHATTACHARYA
TALKS ABOUT
'LOOP LAPETA',
'ROCKET BOYS'

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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W

ith two of his projects -'Looop Lapeta' (Netflix) and
'Rocket Boys' (SonyLIV) -releasing on Friday, Dibyendu
Bhattacharya says that a webseries is
more interesting than a TV soap
because of the creative liberty it offers to
every character of the narrative that neither TV nor a feature film does.
After graduating from the National
School of Drama, Divyendu made his
debut in cinema with Mira Nair's
'Monsoon Wedding', followed by roles
in 'Maqbool', 'Black Friday', 'Dev D.' and
'Dhan Dhana Dhan Goal'.
However, he gained visibility, in the
recent past through web series such as
'Criminal Justice', 'Delhi Crime',
'Jamtara - Sabka Number Ayega',
'Lalbazaar', 'Mirzapur Season 2' and
'Ray'.
Elaborating on his transition, the

actor told IANS: "I think that has everything to do with the creative space. You
see, things that you cannot do elaborately in a feature film, you get a chance to
do them in a web series. But when it
comes to TV serials, from the kind of
content made in the recent past, we can
see how limited these are as a medium
for actors to express themselves.
"I love cinema and theatre. Being a
theatre actor and student of NSD, my
approach is different and what I have
realised is that a web series is like an
extended version of a well-made film.
That is why it is interesting and actors
like us are getting their due."
The actor is playing an antagonist in
the Taapsee Pannu-starrer 'Looop
Lapeta' and in 'Rocket Boys', too, he has

a pivotal part to play in the narrative. His
'Rocket Boys' character, Raza Mehdi, is
an amalgamation of the scientists who
worked with Vikram Sarabhai and Homi
J. Bhabha.
"Because it is a thriller I cannot talk
much about 'Looop Lapeta', but I must
say that 'Rocket Boys' is a story worth
waiting for. It is based on the life journeys of Vikram Sarabhai and Dr Homi J.
Bhabha, who helped space research and
nuclear power in India at a time when
technology was not that advanced in our
country. It is an entertaining story that
also educates," Bhattacharya said.
The actor is also simultaneously occupied with the shooting for three new
seasons of web series -- 'Undekhi',
'Jamtara' and 'Khuda Hafiz'.

ctress Sunny Leone is shooting for a wedding
song titled 'Sharam Lihaaz', choreographed by
Vishnu Deva, at a studio in Mumbai.
Sunny, who has been busy with the action sequences
of her upcoming projects,
found the opportunity of working on the song as something
Actress Sunny
that takes off the stress of heavy
Leone is shooting
duty action.
for a wedding
Talking about her work
schedule, the actress said: "The
song titled
last few months have been hec'Sharam Lihaaz',
tic in terms of work. And a lot of
choreographed by what I was doing involved kicking and punching because two
Vishnu Deva, at a
of my next projects are actionstudio in Mumbai. ers. "It was thus so enjoyable to
indulge in a bit of dance and
fun on the sets of this song. We
rehearsed for a day and then got straight into the
groove. It's shaping up pretty well. I believe if you have
fun at work, it shows." Sunny has starred in four chartbuster numbers in the matter of a month. These tracks
include 'Auntiyaan Dance Karengi', 'Machli', 'Dushtu
Polapain' and 'Panghat'.
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Udhayanidhi Stalin's
production house to present
'Radhe Shyam' in TN
Team Absolute|Chennai
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ctor and politician Udhayanidhi Stalin's Red Giant Movies will present
director Radha Krishna Kumar's 'Radhe Shyam', featuring Prabhas and
Pooja Hegde in the lead, in theatres across Tamil Nadu on March 11.
Produced by Vamsi and Pramod for the UV Creations banner, the big-budget movie is all about war between love and destiny.
The story revolves around Vikramaditya (Prabhas), the celebrated palmist
with some unique abilities, and the love of his life, Dr Prerna (Pooja Hegde).
The chemistry and emotions between the lead characters are among the
highlights of 'Radhe Shyam', with the others being the making, narration, visuals and music. Already, the film's trailer and songs have become a huge sensation. The film has musical score by Justin Prabhakar, while S S Thaman has
composed the background music.
The cinematography of the film is helmed by Manoj Paramahamsa and
lyrics and dialogues are penned by Madhan Karky.
'Radhe Shyam' will be released in Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Malayalam and
Kannada.

'Bheemla Nayak' producer blames
Jagan for delayed release
Suryadevara Naga Vamsi, producer of 'Bheemla Nayak' starring Pawan
Kalyan and Rana Daggubati, has said the film's release, which has been
much-delayed, depends on Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Y.S. Jagan Reddy.
Team Absolute|Hyderabad

S

uryadevara Naga Vamsi, producer of 'Bheemla
Nayak' starring Pawan Kalyan and Rana
Daggubati, has said the film's release, which
has been much-delayed, depends on Andhra
Pradesh Chief Minister Y.S. Jagan Reddy.
Speaking at the 'DJ Tillu' theatrical trailer launch,
Naga Vamsi said: "You must ask Jagan Garu about
this. Whenever the AP government removes 50 per
cent occupancy in the state, movies will start releas-

ing."The producer was referring to the Covid protocol followed by the state government, limiting
occupancy in cinema theatres to 50 per cent. He
made his statement regarding the chief minister
when he was quizzed on whether the film will be
released on February 25 or April 1.
Tollywood and the state government have been
at loggerheads on a number of issues, from ticket
pricing to Covid protocols, and Naga Vamsi's
comments are being seen in the state in the backdrop of the simmering tension.

Keerthy Suresh
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